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ABSTRACT

Informed policy decision-making in the age of high-dimensional data has be-

come increasingly difficult as data storage capabilities have grown in the last two

decades. A causality dilemma presents itself in which policy questions necessitate

methodological improvements in statistical inference and prediction, but on the

other hand improved methodology and prediction opens new avenues of inquiry

which drive new policy. This thesis examines how improvements of signal extrac-

tion in complex high-dimensional data can affect the inference and decision-making

in a time sensitive policy environment. This thesis consists of three main chapters

which explore various applied, technical and theoretical issues in statistics which

are derived to solve concrete policy problems.

Following the introduction, which provides context for each chapter, Chapter

2 deals with the problem of ‘nowcasting’ which attempts to predict the present.

This may seem counter-intuitive at first since we are always in the present, but

many policy decisions hinge of the timeliness of data availability at the time a de-

cision is made. Regardless of availability of information a predetermined deadline

forces a decision to be made. There are a number of fields that must determine the

current state of a system while still accumulating information such as economics,

epidemiology, finance, meteorology and social networks. As technology has im-

proved the ability to measure and retain larger amounts of data, the definition of

the present, i.e. ‘now’, has been refined to greater granularity. This problem is

more pronounced when the system being predicted is a projection based on high

dimensional data, where the number of predictors is larger than the number of

observations. In this case, least squares is not feasible and dimension reduction

must take place. We survey a number of methods in this chapter to reduce the

dimension of data comparing two major schools of practice - dimension reduction

conditional and unconditional on the predicted variable. Throughout the chapter

the theoretical comparison is complemented by the policy challenge of setting the

interest rate of the Israeli economy by the central Bank of Israel.

Chapter 3 deals with another facet of the continuous accumulation of data. We

look at data that is itself continuously revised, thereby creating a setting where
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there is no final value of the target process. This creates a new layer of uncertainty

to take into account when arriving at a position, how much will the current data

point and thereby the entire series be different within the upcoming periods of

time. This can have serious ramifications when a change in policy is undertaken.

Such a scenario would be presented with a certain reality regarding the state of a

process and reacting with proper steps, while in retrospect the data representing

the same time points in the series was subsequently revised to show a different

reality only periods of time later, rendering the policy decision inaccurate, pos-

sibly resulting in a negative impact. In this chapter, we propose a method to

estimate the uncertainty in the revision process. We use this estimation to gener-

ate an asymmetrical prediction interval of a subsequent revision to the currently

published activity period. The interval is a function of the maturity of each time

period within the current vintage of the growth process. Our approach relaxes a

common assumption in the literature that the revision process is a homogeneous

one and not a mixture of a number of different processes. We postulate that the

revision process is a function of the state of the growth process, thereby creat-

ing the necessity to model the process state through hidden Markov models and

estimate model parameters relating to each one. The methodology is tested on

historical data of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the Israel. We find that

there is a significant difference in the size and sign of revisions dependent on the

state of the growth rate. More specifically, when the initial publication is in a

low growth period, the growth is overestimated and subsequent revisions lower

the growth rate, and conversely when the initial publication is in a high growth

period the growth is underestimated and the subsequent revisions increase the

growth rate.

Chapter 4 discusses regularization and classification of linear mixed models.

Such data structures were originally beyond the scope of the initial research that

produced generalized linear model regularization such as the `1 and `2 families of

model selection. Regularization of the mixed effects models allows researchers the

flexibility to model more complex data structures with subject specific random ef-

fects. These types of data structures are prevalent in applied fields of studies and

allow capturing the complexity observed in the real world. This chapter will define

an extension to the current set of penalties researched in linear mixed models and

generalized linear mixed models, the Linear Mixed Model Elastic Net (LMMEN)

penalty. The goal of the penalty is to simultaneously select both the fixed and

random effects in the model while allowing for high levels of correlation among

the either type of effect. Theoretical results and simulations comparing various
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competing penalties are discussed in the chapter. Efficiently and accurately ag-

gregating crowd sentiment to answer probabilistic questions that shape policy is

a challenge that was introduced by the lowering of the cost of having a direct and

continuous channel to a larger group of people. Harnessing the knowledge of such

a population with varying characteristics and aggregating it into a single forecast

was the subject of the case study we test the LMMEN on. This randomized con-

trol study accumulated longitudinal data where probabilistic forecasts are derived

from crowd sentiment to answer various economic and geopolitical questions of

interest.

Taken together, the chapters in this work span different aspects of how statis-

tical challenges found in complex high dimensional data has helped shape the new

direction of informed policy-decision making. All chapters have been submitted

for publication at peer reviewed journals and are currently under review. Chapter

2 has been published as a discussion paper in the Bank of Israel and both the

methodology presented in it and in chapter 3 are currently applied in the Bank of

Israel as part of the monthly assessment of the state of the Israeli economy used

to derive the decision of the central bank’s interest rates adjustments.
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1. INTRODUCTION



Rapid advancements in the ability to acquire and store vast amount of

data in the last two decades has shifted the research of high dimensional data

from the exception to the standard. To accommodate this change a cross pol-

lination of various fields of study has occurred paving new research avenues,

and informed policy decision making is no exception to this phenomenon.

The symbiotic relationship between leading public policy institutions and

high dimensional methodology has spread from academia to include govern-

ment agencies and the private sector at an increasing pace along with the

ability to store and investigate granular data in the last decade. Examples of

such institutions are the Computation Institute and Harris School of Public

Policy at the University of Chicago, the Institute for Social Research at Uni-

versity of Michigan, the eScience Institute of the University of Washington,

and most recently, the Massive Data Institute at Georgetown University. A

common thread that runs through these institutions is the “Data Science for

Social Good” initiative which partners data scientists from quantitative fields

with nonprofits and government agencies, to tackle data-intensive high im-

pact problems in education, public health, public safety, criminal justice, en-

vironmental issues, city operations, and social services, University of Chicago

(2017).

Government agencies, which have a direct line to derive and enact public

policy, have followed suit. Investments in technological infrastructure have

allowed agencies such as central banks, law enforcement, health and human

services and statistical agencies to retain, analyze and derive policy through

the performance based program assessments.

This dissertation examines how improvements in signal extraction for

complex high-dimensional data can affect inference and decision-making in

a time sensitive policy environment. The research explores various applied,
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technical and theoretical issues in statistics which are derived to solve real-

world policy problems. Following this introductory chapter, chapters two and

three focus on high dimension methodological problems encountered within

central banks in the process of deriving public policy to regulate a national

economy. Chapters 4 focuses on how a time sensitive policy problem necessi-

tated the development of a new regularization penalty for linear mixed model

in a high dimensional setting and we conclude with discussions.

1 Methodology Driving Policy

The main lever which a central bank has at its disposal in regulation is the

benchmark interest rate. The interest rate is set every month on a fixed day

in order to create a consistent expectation that the markets can depend on.

In order to derive a decision, data are gathered from a wide array of sources:

labor surveys, financial sectors, manufacturing sectors, price indices, and

the global markets. Each source has hundreds of variables to track with

mixed frequencies and varying series length. Most importantly series are

updated at different dates and the agencies collecting the data may only

release information relating to the date of activity many time periods after it

has passed, creating a time lag between the process and the publication date.

These sources are continuously collected, analyzed and aggregated to create

a picture of what the current state of the economy by various departments

and summarized for the banks’ board to derive a decision on what policy to

enact.

We narrow our scope to an aggregate, the gross domestic product (GDP),

which represents the total output of the economy. This series is a nominal

series (i.e. units are denoted as monetary) and is updated once every three
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months or, once a quarter. The percent change in the series is used to indicate

the relative growth of the economy, which is interpreted as it’s health. At

time of publication the marginal datum relates to the total output five weeks

prior, and is revised thereafter every month for approximately five years. This

in essence makes the entire history of the GDP a random variable and every

month the published series is a realization of the data generating process.

These revisions include new information relevant to the activity period

of initial publication that were not available until the current period. Re-

visions may be separated into three major groups: soft data sources, hard

data sources and methodological improvements of measurements. Soft data

include surveys of the labor, business and trade sectors that are acquired over

long periods of time and relevant information from them could be derived

anywhere from a month to a few years after the initial publication period

has passed. Hard data are actual measurements that different agencies pro-

cure, such as tax revenue, government expenditures and private consumption.

Methodological improvements include the methods used in surveys, the man-

ner in which data is collected and improvements in statistical methodology

such as seasonal adjustment of data.

This difficulty is compounded by the bank’s hard deadline to update their

interest rate. All analysis converges to a single meeting and the timeliness of

data is paramount. Any series with updated data at hand is scrutinized and

the performance of series yet to published are estimated. The importance

of the GDP as a source to estimate the growth of the economy creates a

demand to have a current estimate of it at every meeting which the interest

rate is set. We focus on two areas of weaknesses attributed to the GDP, the

five week lag inherent in the initial publication of a new data point of the

series, chapter 2, and the estimation of the uncertainty found in the GDP
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growth process created by its continuous revision, chapter 3.

Chapter 2 deals with the problem of prediction when there are more

variables than observations. Consider a linear regression model

Y = Xβ + ε (1)

where Y is a vector of n observations, X is a matrix consisting of p predictors,

ε is a vector of i.i.d errors and β is a unknown parameter vector of dimension

p. In the case of p > n conventional solutions are not feasible and the

dimension of X must be reduced to p ≤ n.

Many attempts have been made to create real time projection models for

the quarterly GDP figures based on monthly indicators that have a short

publication lag, Zheng & Rossiter (2006). The aim of this chapter is to

present variable selection methodology from various fields, and to test its

application in generating real-time estimation of the current activity period

GDP prior to interest rate decisions. We use a large sample of different

monthly indicators which are chosen according to their timing of publication,

in order to nowcast quarterly GDP.

Since the number of monthly indicators is larger than the number of

observations there has been extensive application of dimension reduction and

variable selection techniques via Bridge Equations. These techniques project

quarterly data through monthly variables. Many of the previous papers in

the field applied Dynamic Factor Analysis (DFA), Angelini et al. (2008) and

Banbura et al. (2010), largely follow Giannone et al. (2006). This paper

will approach the problem from different directions, comparing five different

approaches of dimension reduction and variable selection in order to select the

optimal model for projection. We survey a number of methods in this paper

to reduce the dimension of data comparing two major schools of practice -

dimension reduction conditional and unconditional on the predicted variable.
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The unconditional methods focus on Principal Component Analysis and its

variants which include DFA, whereas the conditional methods include model

selection and prediction through stepwise variable selection, Least Absolute

Shrinkage Selection Operator (LASSO), Tibshirani (1996) and the Elastic

Net, Zou & Hastie (2005). Throughout the paper the theoretical comparison

is the complemented by the policy challenge of setting the interest rate of

the Israeli economy by the central Bank of Israel.

Out of sample cross validation is evaluated comparing all techniques with

a benchmark - the official release of the GDP by the Central Bureau of Statis-

tics of Israel (CBS) - at time of initial release and the current revision for

historical data points. We find that the conditional approach outperforms the

unconditional approach with relation to predicting the current growth rate of

the GDP. Furthermore, we find that the Elastic Net out of sample prediction

error is comparable to the official publications’ error rate. A distinguishing

feature of regularization of linear model is the ability to isolate influential

variables which contribute to the real-time assessment. This refinement of

the results separate these methods from current ones used in nowcasting and

allows the model to be a more comprehensive tool in economic policy decision

making. Notable variables that have model inclusion persistence are: The

Price of Oil, Employers’ Survey, Purchasing Managers’ Index, Industrial Pro-

duction Index, and Employed Persons’ Index in Manufacturing of Electronic

Motors, Components, and Transport Equipment. Lastly, two case studies are

carried out to ascertain the weaknesses of the Elastic Net as a nowcasting

method, the case studies include the emergence of the Israel GDP from the

economic downturn of 2008-2009 and how the model reacts to unexpected

events such as the Second Lebanon War.

Chapter 3 deals with another facet of the continuously accumulation of
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data, which has pre-determined decision time points. We look at data that

is itself continuously revised, thereby creating a setting where there is no

final value of the target process. This creates a new layer of uncertainty to

take into account when arriving at a decision: how much will the current

data point and thereby the entire series be different within the upcoming

periods of time. This can have serious ramifications when a change in policy

is undertaken. Such a scenario would be being presented with a certain

reality regarding the state of a process and reacting with proper steps, while

in retrospect the data representing the same time points in the series was

subsequently revised to show a different reality only a number of periods of

time later, rendering the policy decision inaccurate, possibly resulting in a

negative impact.

We propose a method to estimate the revision process uncertainty. We

use this estimation to generate an asymmetrical prediction interval for the

upcoming revision of a currently published activity period. These intervals

are a function of the maturity of each time period within the current vintage

of the growth process. Contemporary economic literature, such as Cunning-

ham et al. (2012), Anderson & Gascon (2009) and Jacobs & Van Norden

(2011), model revisions of economic growth through a Kalman Filter while

using two major assumptions, one explicit and the other implicit.

The explicit assumption is that the published growth can be de-constructed

into three parts: the true growth, a time invariant publication bias of a given

maturity, and the serially correlated measurement error associated with the

publication maturity. The decay rate of the measurement errors is estimated

over the full sample and is not a function of the level of maturity. We find

that empirically the revisions decay over a long horizon of nearly ten years

in the economy we tested, this is twice as long compared to the US and UK
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revision decays Cunningham et al. (2012) and Anderson & Gascon (2009).

Thus, we do not find it pertinent to model the full path of revisions due to

its negligible use for real time policy decision making.

The implicit assumption is made in that the revision process has a ho-

mogeneous distribution and is not a mixture of a number of different distri-

butions. We postulate that the revision process is a function of the state of

the growth process, thereby creating the necessity to model the growth state

and estimate model parameters relating to each one. To model this we intro-

duce an additional uncertainty within the high frequency level by defining

it as a function of the latent state of the lower frequency. Our hypothesis

follows in-line with a similar hypothesis made by Tkaczet al. (2010). They

also believed that there is an underlying signal that governs the revisions:

‘In future work, analysts can explore other explanatory variables, as well as

understanding whether revisions are likely to be more pronounced in some

periods than in others. For example, revisions may be larger around the

turning points of business cycles, so in such periods of uncertainty analysts

may wish to anticipate large revisions and therefore build larger confidence

intervals around their estimates of current GDP growth.’.

The methodology is tested on historical data of the Gross Domestic Prod-

uct (GDP) of the Israel. We find that there is a significant difference in the

size and sign of revisions dependent on the state of the growth rate. More

specifically, when the initial publication is in a low growth period, the growth

is overestimated and subsequent revisions lower the growth rate, and con-

versely when the initial publication is in a high growth period the growth is

underestimated and the subsequent revisions increase the growth rate.

Combining the added value found in the first two chapters we can for-

malize a method to derive higher levels of informed policy decision making
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in a real time setting. Since the nowcast GDP consists of one out of sample

estimate and is by construction an estimated fit of the actual GDP we can

safely assume that the same properties of the actual GDP is found in the

nowcast series. Continuing this line the prediction interval methodology is

applied to the nowcast estimate. This application enhances our estimate and

improves the horizon of its effectiveness, where instead of gaining 4 weeks

on the official publication we are able to gain estimate 16 weeks using the

prediction intervals.

2 Policy Driving Methodology

Chapter 4 focuses on how a time sensitive policy problem necessitated the

development of a new regularization penalty for linear mixed model in a high

dimensional setting. Efficiently and accurately aggregating crowd sentiment

to answer probabilistic questions that shape policy is a challenge that was in-

troduced by the lowering of the cost of having a direct and continuous channel

to large groups of people, driven by the internet and online social networks.

The regularization penalty derived in this chapter is a result of statistical

challenges that presented themselves in the Good Judgment Project (GJP),

within the Aggregative Contingent Estimation (ACE) Program 1. The aim of

this program is “to dramatically enhance the accuracy, precision, and timeli-

ness of forecasts for a broad range of event types, through the development of

advanced techniques that elicit, weight, and combine the judgments of many

intelligence analysts.”.

The randomized control trial design of the GJP, which consists of a hi-

erarchical structure of groups of subjects lends itself to a mixed model to

1Sponsored by the U.S. Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA).
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take into account the dependency within cohorts and the population fixed

effects. The linear mixed model is applied to derive weights for each subject

in order to aggregate into one probabilistic prediction to submit for each

question. Since the unit of interest is the question and the subject infor-

mation is training information, a dimensionality problem presents itself. A

regularized linear mixed model (LMM) is a solution to such a problem.

The regularization of LMMs and generalized LMMs (GLMM) is a rela-

tively new field of research that is an extension of regularization of generalized

linear models (GLM). Advances in the field of model selection and predic-

tion via regularization, using different penalty terms, has forged the ability

of a variety of disciplines to classify and model large-scale data. Widely

used methods which apply penalties in classification are the Least Absolute

Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO), the Adaptive LASSO and the

Elastic Net. These methods have predominately been used to classify prob-

lems of GLM, discussed in depth in Friedman et al. (2010) and Van de Geer

(2008), in which the dependency of the covariance structure is assumed to

be independent. This assumption is, in practice, not commonly met and the

ability to model such dependencies is integral in fitting the data correctly,

such data is modelled using LMMs and GLMMs.

Recent research by Bondell et al. (2010), applied a modified Adaptive

LASSO (M-ALASSO), smoothly clipped absolute deviation (SCAD) to LMMs

and have produced results of identifying both the random and fixed effects

found in data, proving both consistency and an oracle optimality. Model

selection within the generalized linear mixed models framework has been

discussed in Schelldorfer et al. (2011), Fan & Li (2012), Groll & Tutz (2014),

Hui et al. (2016) and Ibrahim et al. (2011). Schelldorfer et al. (2011) and

Groll & Tutz (2014) have a drawback that only fixed effects are selected,
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while Ibrahim et al. (2011) apply either the SCAD or the ALASSO to each

effect. Hui et al. (2016) allow for greater flexibility for different penalty types

on the fixed and random effects. It is noteworthy that Ibrahim et al. (2011)

tune each penalty term to a different value through the introduction of the

IC(q) criterion, a characteristic not found in the other methods.

We propose a new penalty called the linear mixed model Elastic Net,

LMMEN, which is better suited for regularization in highly correlated data.

The LMMEN allows for regularization of both the sparsity (`1 norm) and

grouping (`2 norm) for the fixed and random effects separately. We believe

that this method better captures the design of real world data when modelling

with linear mixed models, LMMs. Through simulations and the motivating

case study we find that the LMMEN out performs comparative methods

in three major areas: highly correlated fixed effects data structures, high

dimensionality in the fixed effects, i.e. p >> n and selection of random

effects when the dimension of the covariance matrix is large.

Lastly, chapter 4 contains an extensive appendix detailing the lmmen

R package Sidi (2017), currently on the CRAN repository, that solves the

linear mixed optimization problem with the linear mixed model Elastic Net

penalty. We go into greater detail regarding the different types of methods

used to solve the optimization problems. We also discuss the implementation

of cross validations used in the simulations for both the LMMEN penalty and

the other comparative methods. The cross validation of the other methods

are functionalities not currently supported in other R packages.
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Abstract

This paper presents a dynamic nowcasting model for estimating

the Quarterly GDP in Israel. Currently, monetary policy in Israel is

evaluated and updated on a monthly basis. The recent GDP figure

is, however, unavailable for monetary policy makers, at the Bank of

Israel, at the month following the end of the quarter, due to a six-week

lag of the GDP data publication.

The aim of this nowcasting project is to derive ”flash” estimates of

GDP at a three-week lag, in order to gain three weeks in terms of data

availability when updating the interest rate. This is done by utilizing

the information contained within a large group of monthly indicators

that are available at the relevant date.

Indicator selection, from a pool of these high frequency series, is

applied through a variety of dimension reduction techniques. The abil-

ity to apply these techniques while conditioning them on the predicted

indicator will be examined and discussed in this article.

The Elastic Net is found to be the most comprehensive model se-

lection technique, generating the lowest mean absolute forecast error

of only 1.62%. In addition, the Elastic Net successfully captures the

timing and magnitude of the 2008-2009 Israeli economic cycle. No-

table variables that have model inclusion persistence are: The Price

of Oil, Employers’ Survey, Purchasing Managers’ Index, Industrial

Production Index, and Employed Persons’ Index in Manufacturing of

Electronic Motors, Components, and Transport Equipment.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Central Bank assessments of the current state of the economy play a vital

role in the conduct of monetary policy. However, providing an accurate

assessment of economic growth in real-time is a challenge that many central

banks have to overcome. The challenge is found in the delay between the

end of the quarter and the publication of the GDP data. In Israel, quarterly

GDP is published at a six-week lag off the end of the relevant quarter.

Many attempts have been made to create real time projection models for

the quarterly GDP figures based on monthly indicators that have a short

publication lag, e.g Zheng & Rossiter (2006). The aim of this paper is to

present variable selection methodology from various fields, as to test its ap-

plication in generating real-time estimation of the current quarter GDP. We

use a large sample of different monthly indicators which are chosen accord-

ing to their timing of publication, in order to nowcast quarterly GDP. An

indicator will enter the initial set of explanatory variables only if it has at

least a value for the first two months of the projected quarter.

Since the number of monthly indicators is larger than the number of ob-

servations there has been extensive application of dimension reduction and

variable selection techniques via Bridge Equations Baffigi et al. (2004). These

techniques project quarterly data through monthly variables. Many of the

previous papers in the field applied Dynamic Factor Analysis, e.g. Angelini

et al. (2008) and Banbura et al. (2010), largely following Giannone et al.

(2006). Table 1 shows the different methods applied in the leading central

banks and research centers. This paper will approach the problem from dif-

ferent directions, comparing five different approaches of dimension reduction
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and variable selection in order to select the optimal model for projection.

Following Klein & Sojo (1990) we use Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Table 1: Variable Selection Methods Applied in Leading Central Banks

Organization Method Number of Variables

Bank of Canada Simple bridge equation

with backward selection

30

ECB (ECARES)

Dynamic Factor Analysis

200

Central Bank of Ireland 41

Central Bank of Portugal 45

Bank de France Bridge via PCA Business surveys

This Research Model Selection via: PCA,

SPCA, LASSO, Elastic Net

158

to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset. Since PCA does not set to zero

any of the coefficients in the principal components we also apply Sparse PCA,

Zou et al. (2006). This method was constructed to improve the inference abil-

ity compared to the PCA method. These methods have a serious drawback

since they do not incorporate the target variable, i.e. the quarterly GDP,

into the dimension reduction procedure. To accommodate this drawback

we also examine the application of two variable selection techniques: Least

Absolute Shrinkage Selection Operator (LASSO), Tibshirani (1996) and the

Elastic Net, Zou & Hastie (2005). Both techniques were developed to address

variable selection problems in the field of Bio-Informatics, and both select

variables correlated to the response variable by setting constraints on the

coefficient of the Least Squares problem.

We find that Elastic Net and LASSO indeed improve the proficiency

of nowcasting when compared with both unconditional methods (PCA and

SPCA) and univariate multiple regression. In addition the time dependent
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Dynamic Factor Model was compared to the other methods and its results

were found comparable to the SPCA results. We also find that the price of

oil, Purchasing Managers’ Index, Employers’ Survey, Industrial Production

Index, and Employed Persons’ Index in manufacturing of electronic motors,

components, and transport equipment are the variables with the highest

probability to enter the final set of the projection model.

1.2 The Problem

In this paper we attempt to apply non-parametric and semi-parametric statis-

tic methodology in order to identify underlying structures in large data sets.

The advantage in this approach is two-fold:

1. Minimizing the use of confining structural assumptions on the data.

2. The common properties are deduced from within the data.

Defining the general set Ωm which consists of the relevant monthly time series

ωmp up to month m

Ωm := {ωmp |ωm1 , ..., ωmP }. (1)

Due to different publication lags in the data Ωm is redefined as Ωm ∈ (Ωm
1 ,Ω

m
2 ).

Where Ωm
1 contains monthly series that have values up to the last month in

quarter q, and Ωm
2 contains series in which one month is missing. The missing

month in Ωm
2 series is forecasted by Holt and Winters Exponential Smooth-

ing. Once the data has no jagged edges, i.e. smoothed, the data is ready to

project the GDP of quarter q. Denoting the GDP projection as:

ẑqm = Proj[GDP q|Ωm] (2)

The selection of the best method for the GDP estimation will be guided by

the following criteria:
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• The projection ẑqm should follow the desired property as more data is

published:

E[(ẑqm+1 −GDP q)2] ≤ E[(ẑqm −GDP q)2] (3)

• The methods will be ranked according to Mean Absolute Forecast Er-

ror, MAFE.

2 Data Selection Preprocessing

2.1 Indicator Selection Methodology

The general set of indicators, Ωm, is compiled of indicators in the general

monthly appendix that is used in monthly meetings in the bank in addi-

tion to past research Giannone et al. (2006) Angelini et al. (2008) Zheng &

Rossiter (2006). In total there are 143 domestic indicators and 15 global

indicators1. To describe the variables by subject groups Table 2 lists the

groups by method/place of collection.

These indicators are characterized by their availability and stability. The

availability of monthly data received from the Central Bureau of Statistics

(CBS) in comparison to the target meetings, determines the number of in-

dicators included the initial set2. Indicator selection occurs twice in the

algorithm:

• Structural Criteria

1The full list of indicators and their description can be found in Table 2 of Web Ap-

pendix A
2A stationary time line illustrating the indicator publication chronology from the Cen-

tral Bureau of Statistics can be found in the Appendix Figure 8.
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Table 2: Monthly indicators applied to nowcasting by subject group

Subject Group Number of Indicators

Employed Persons'Index 27

Industrial Production Index 22

Man-Hours Worked Index 21

Non-Domestic Indicies 15

Purchasing Manager's Index 11

Employer Survey 10

Retail Trade 8

Revenue index 8

Imports and Exports 8

Housing Indicies 7

Bank of Israel 6

Financial and Stock Indicies 6

Hotel Occupancy 5

Taxes 3

Consumer Confidence Index 1

The initial selection occurs prior to data transformation fulfilling two

conditions:

SC(a). Minimum history of series is 1998m1.

SC(b). At most one month missing from the current quarter.

Defining the resulting data set after the first selection procedure as:

Ω̂m := {ω̂m ∈ Ωm|ω̂m fullfils SC(a) and SC(b)} (4)
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• General Information Criterion:

The indicator accounts for a high proportion of the total variability in

Ω̂m.

Defining the resulting data set after the second selection procedure as

Θm := {θm ∈ Ω̂m|θm fulfills General Information Criteria} (5)

2.2 Data Preprocessing

Data transformation ω̃m = f (ω̂m) is applied in order to begin the secondary

selection procedure given that all the indicators are seasonally adjusted, have

the same end point, log-differenced, standardized, and indexed with the be-

ginning of the sample set at 100.

1. Seasonal adjustment is carried out on all series using X-12-ARIMA

Findley et al. (1998). The specification file uses the default SARIMA

model selection procedure, automatically finds outliers from 1999 to

the end of the sample, and the Jewish calendar and trading days are

exogenous variables in the model. This is done in order to transform

the data to be as similar as possible to seasonally adjusted data of the

CBS.

2. Different publication lags for each indicator causes jagged edges in the

data, i.e. different end dates from series to series. The Holt and Winters

exponential smoother is applied to each indicator that is missing the

final month in the current quarter. The additive coefficients of each

series are estimated3.

3. The log-difference of each seasonally adjusted series is calculated.

3Estimation was done using the BFGS optimization routine.
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4. The percent changes are standardized.

3 Methodology

The importance of dimension reduction techniques in modern statistics can

be dated back to R.A. Fisher. Fisher is responsible for laying the foundations

for modern theoretical and applied statistics. In an article published by

Fisher (1922) he defined one of the main goals in statistics as:

”... the objective of statistical methods is the reduction of

data. A quantity of data...is to be replaced by relatively few

quantities which shall adequately represent...the relevant infor-

mation contained in the original data.”

Further paraphrasing a Fisher (1925) text, he stated that the variables that

are employed as predictors must be chosen without reference to the variable

of interest, e.g. current quarter GDP. The article concentrated on the subject

of transforming an ”n < p” into an ”n > p∗” without the dependency of the

transformation on the response variable.

In conjunction with Fisher’s articles other researchers formulated methods

of dimension reduction, including: Adcock (1878), Pearson (1901), Spearman

(1904), Hotelling (1933); which are today known as Principal Component

Analysis (PCA).

The study of principal components in regression is a case in which the

vector of predictors is reduced prior to the regression on the response variable.

This is predominantly done in order to mitigate the effects of collinearity and

to facilitate model specification by allowing visualization of the regressors in

low dimensions, Cook (2009). Additionally it provides a parsimonious set of

predictors on which to base interpretation, Cook (2007).
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As Fisher stated in his 1924 article, these methods are solely transforma-

tions on the explanatory variables. This is the main drawback of dimension

reduction when applied to regression. It may be possible to contain the same

information in a subset of M leading principal components as in the popu-

lation set, but their relationship to the response variable is not addressed.

Moreover, an additional drawback is the absence of a conventional method

to decide which principal components should be included in M , this was

addressed by Cox (1968):

”A difficulty seems to be that there is no logical reason why the

dependent variable should not be closely tied to the least impor-

tant principal component.”

To overcome these inherent problems in the application of principal compo-

nents in regression we use sparse regression methodology, Tibshirani (1996)

and Zou et al. (2006), to redefine the PCA model as a least squares model,

i.e. the Elastic Net.

In the following subsections we define the methods described above begin-

ning with those that are not conditioned on the response variable,[3.1.1] and

[3.1.2], and then discuss the methods which condition the data reduction on

the response variable, [3.2.1]-[3.2.3], a flowchart, Figure 9 in the Appendix,

describes how each method is applied in order to identify the final variable

set Θm.

3.1 Unconditional Methods

3.1.1 Principal Component Analysis

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a standard tool in modern data

analysis. Its application can be found in a number of diverse fields from
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Computer Graphics to Neuroscience. This is because of the simple non-

parametric method it uses to extract relevant information from condense

data sets. The subsequent section will provide the basic intuition behind

PCA, after which its utilization concerning nowcasting will be explained.

The objective of PCA is to find a linear transformation that reduces

the dimension of a multivariate sample X(n×p) defined as: X1,X2, . . . ,Xp

into X̂(n×q) where q < p. The transformed set has the following desirable

properties:

1. The elements of X̂ are uncorrelated.

2. Each element in X̂ should account for as much of the combined variance

of the elements in X as possible. X̂ is selected so as to minimize

redundant information in the latent variables by maximizing variance

of the relevant variables in the data, thereby minimizing information

loss.

Formally, the objective of PCA is to minimize the target function F (·),
where F (·) = ctiRci subject to constraints:

max ctiRci (6a)

s.t.(1) ‖ci‖2 = 1 (6b)

s.t. (2) cTi Ci−1 = (0, 0, . . . , 0) = 0ti−1 (6c)

In this problem we define R as the standardized covariance or correlation

matrix where the vectors ci are the solution to the maximization problem.

The formulation in (6) gives an intuitive insight into the main purpose of

PCA, which is to find the directions which maximize the variance in X.

Notice that (6b) is necessary in order to ensure the problem to have a finite
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solution and (6c) assures that each successive solution ci is orthogonal to all

the previous solutions, Ci−1 .

A practical solution to (6) is through the use of Singular Value Decom-

position (SVD). SVD allows us to take any matrix X and decompose it into

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Defining the SVD of X as:

XV = ΛU (7a)

X = UΛV t (7b)

We define two orthogonal matrices U and V , and a diagonal matrix

Λ. The construction of diag(Λ) is of the form (σ1...σp, 0...0), where σ1 ≥
σ2 ≥ ... ≥ σp. The columns of U are called principal components of unit

length, and the columns of V are the corresponding loadings of the principal

components, i.e. each Vi are eigenvectors of matrix R, defined R = X tX.

By applying some linear algebra:

X = UΛV t (8a)

X tX = V ΛU tUΛV t = V Λ2V t (8b)

tr(X tX) = tr(V V tΛ2) (8c)

tr(X tX) = tr(R) =

p∑

i=1

λ2
i (8d)

In (8d) we conclude that λi are eigenvalues of R, furthermore they represent

the variance of R along a given Vi. This is due to the fact that ‖Xvi‖2=λi ≡
σ2
i . After we solve for the eigenvectors we can use them to change the base

of X to the orthogonal base X̂:

V tX t = X̂ (9)
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In regression there are many cases in which there are more variables, p, than

observations, n. In these cases, PCA is used in order to create new variables,

the latent scores X̂ as described above, which are used as the observed

variables in the regression. This is done to decrease the effects of collinearity

and simplify the interpretation of the regressors in the model.

We test three methods in the use of principal components in multivariate

regression. The first uses the leading principal components as independent

variables in regression, while the other two apply variable selection from

within the components.

Classic Approach

Defining the subset Θm consisting of q principal components. The

number of components may be set equal to the number of components

that their corresponding λ is greater than some λ0. The level of λ0 used

in this method was set at 0.7 Jolliffe (1972). The use of the components

in nowcasting is less favorable because the components used are linear

combinations of all the variables in Ω̂m. Using such a large set for

policy decisions is not practical.

Two Component Norm

In this procedure the norm of the first two principal components from

each variable is calculated and then sorted in ascending order. This is a

naive variable selection procedure because it only utilizes the first two

components. The maximum variation that can be explained is
∑2

i=1 λi∑p
i=1 λi

.

Within this portion of the total variance we are choosing the subset of

variables that have the largest weights.
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Algorithm 1 Two Component Norm

1: Define Ṽ = [v1v2]

2: Calculate by rows Q = ‖Ṽ ‖
3: Sort Ascending Q

4: Θm =
8⋃
j=1

Qj

Iterated Component

This variable selection method, introduced by Jolliffe (1972), forms

a subset of K independent variables for multivariate regression using

principal components. A subset of the first K components is formed

by setting a constraint λk ≥ λ0, for a given λ0. The same level of

λ0 was used as in the classic approach (0.7). The variable with the

largest coefficient in K1, the component with the largest eigenvalue,

is placed in subset Θm. Then iteratively one variable is chosen which

is associated with the remaining K-1 components under consideration

and which has not already been placed in Θm.
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Algorithm 2 Iterated Component

1: Define λ0

2: if λi ≥ λ0 then PCi ∈ K, i = 1...P

3: vj = arg max (K1)

4: vj ∈ Θm

5: for k=2 to length(K)

6: vj = arg max (Kk)

7: if vj /∈ Θm

8: then add to Θm

9: else check next largest vj

10: end if

11: next

3.1.2 Sparse PCA

In the previous section we discussed different methods to identify variables

after applying PCA to the data set. The main drawback of PCA is that

the loadings are inherently nonzero. This makes it difficult to interpret PCs

when applying it to large data sets. In the following section we will describe a

technique that produces modified principal components, i.e. sparse loadings.

This will be done by formulating the PCA optimization as a regression-type

optimization problem, and imposing two exterior penalty functions on the

regression coefficients.

The application of this algorithm on principal components was first in-

troduced by Zou et al. (2006). The exterior penalty functions are defined

as:

1. L1-norm constraint: ‖β‖1 =
p∑
j=1

|βj|
This constraint effectively act as a scaling parameter on the solution
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to the minimization problem.

2. L2-norm constraint: ‖β‖2 =
p∑
j=1

(βj)
2

The Ridge penalty/Tikhonov regularization is a well known method

for reducing variability of coefficients in a regression through the bias-

variance trade off. This constraint allows for highly correlated coeffi-

cients to be grouped together.

The PCA problem (7) can be viewed as a simple regression problem with

a ridge penalty, where Xi is the i-th row vector, α = α(p×k), β = β(p×k), and

∀λ > 0 we derive:

(α̂, β̂) = arg max
α,β

n∑

i=1

‖Xi −αβtXi‖2 + λ
k∑

j=1

‖βj‖2 (10a)

s.t. ααt = Ik (10b)

Then we get β̂j ∝ Vi for j = 1...k, where Ik is a square identity matrix

of dimension k. The intuition behind (10) is that if we set α = β then
n∑
i=1

‖Xi − ααtXi‖2 then we get an alternative formulation of the standard

PCA problem that gives the same solution, under orthonormal constraints.

As in the case of the nowcasting problem setting, ”p > n”, requiring λ > 0

ensures (10) yields the exact PCA solution.

Finally defining the SPCA problem by adding the L1-norm constraint to

(10) in order to obtain sparse loadings.
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(α̂, β̂) = arg max
α,β

PCA︷ ︸︸ ︷
n∑

i=1

‖Xi −αβtXi‖2 + λ
k∑

j=1

‖βj‖2 +

Coefficient Calibration︷ ︸︸ ︷
k∑

j=1

λ1,j‖βj‖1

(11a)

s.t. ααt = Ik (11b)

The different λ1,j are allowed for penalizing the loading of different PCs,

and the ridge penalty is constant over all k components. While Sparse PCA is

a marked improvement in the ability to interpret the loadings in comparison

to PCA the method lacks the qualities we are aiming for as a tool for model

selection in nowcasting. The main drawbacks to this method are:

• To form sparse components where no other variable selection method

is needed causes the proportion of Variance ExplainSPCA

Variance ExplainPCA
to decrease beyond

accepted levels.

• The solution to the optimization problem is not conditioned on the

variable of interest.

3.2 Conditional Methods

3.2.1 Univariate Regression

The production of real-time forecasts from univariate equations by regress-

ing current-quarter GDP on all variables in a general set has been used

extensively in central banks e.g the Central Bank of Canada.

Although this method is quite simplistic, it produces low forecasting er-

rors in the absence of full quarter data, we have included this method as a

benchmark of the methods that condition the subset selection on the GDP.
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For each variable in the data set a univariate regressions is run on the current

quarter GDP, denoted as GDPm.

GDPm = c+ βiω̂
m
i , ∀ω̂i ∈ Ω̂. (12)

A Subset of the 25 variables with the lowest AIC is taken, after which a

stepwise backward regression is applied with the subset as the independent

variables and the GDP as the dependent variable. The stopping criterion,

removal p-value, in the selection is 10 percent.

Algorithm 3 Univariate Regressions

1: Run GDPm = c+ βiω̂
m
i + ε, ∀ω̂i ∈ Ω̂

2: Q=AICi sorted in descending order

3: Q̂ =
25⋃
j=1

Qj

4: Run Stepwise Backward Regression on

GDPm = c+
25∑
i=1

βiQ̂i + ε

The variables that are in the final regression

make up the subset Θ

While improving the simple regression by selecting a subset of the original

data the stepwise method activated on a subset of variable has two draw-

backs:

1. The accepted stepwise methods used do not calculate all the models

possible if there are more than eight possible variables in the model.

Jolliffe (1972)

2. Prediction stability is a problem because small changes in the data can

result in very different models being selected.
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3.2.2 Regression with a Tuning Parameter

Given the ordinary least squares (OLS) formulation where target variable Y 4

and the estimation compromised of the training data X, the target of OLS

is to minimize the residual square error loss function.

β̂ = arg min
β

N∑

i=1

(yi − xtiβ)2 (13)

There are two central reasons why an analyst would be unsatisfied with

the OLS estimators.

Prediction accuracy

OLS estimates are defined to have zero bias (BLUE) but this causes

the variance of the model to increase, therefore prediction accuracy can

be improved by setting some of the coefficients to zero.

Interpretation

In the case of a large number of predictors, we often would like to deter-

mine a canonical subset that exhibits the strongest effects, increasing

the ability to draw inference from the results.

In an attempt to address the issues with variable selection procedures the

LASSO (Least Absolute Selection and Shrinkage Operator) was introduced

by Tibshirani (1996). The LASSO solves the minimization problem (13):

β̂ = arg min
β

N∑

i=1

(yi − xtiβ)2 (14a)

st
∑

j

|βj| ≤ t (14b)

4The target variable is centered prior to optimization.
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The same penalty function was used in the case of Sparse PCA, L1-

norm [1]. The LASSO tends to shrink the OLS coefficients toward zero, and

setting some exactly to zero leaving only the most important ones. This

often improves prediction accuracy, while trading off decreased variance for

increased coefficient bias.

3.2.3 Regression with a Tuning Parameter and a Grouping Penalty

As we have seen in the previous section penalizing a regression with the

L1-norm improves OLS in sense of variability of coefficients and sparsity.

Although it has shown success in many situations, it has limitations:

1. Where ”p > n” the LASSO selects at most n variables.

2. Where ”n > p” , if there are high correlations between predictors, it

has been empirically observed that the prediction performance of the

LASSO is dominated by ridge regression Tibshirani (1996).5

3. If there is a group of variables among which the pairwise correlations

are very high, then the LASSO selects only one variable form the group

and does not differentiate which one is selected.

Concerning nowcasting the third limitation theoretically makes the LASSO

an inferior variable selection method. This problem was first addressed by

data analysts who worked with micro arrays, where the number of variables

is extremely high and grouping is a desirable property. Zou et al. (2006) pro-

posed the Elastic Net, which integrates the L1-norm and L2-norm penalties

together thus gaining the desirable property of grouping. The Elastic Net

5It should be noted that this shortcoming is irrelevant to this paper.
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is a convex combination of the ridge penalty and the LASSO penalty. The

Elastic Net solves the following problem Friedman et al. (2010):

min
β∈Rp+1

[
1

2N

N∑

i=1

(yi − xtiβ)2 + λPα(β)

]
(15a)

where

Pα(β) = (1− α)
1

2
||β||2l2 + α||β||l1 =

p∑

j=1

[
1

2
(1− α)β2

j + α|βj|
]

(15b)

4 Results

4.1 Israel GDP: Descriptive Analysis

Prior to presenting the results of each method described above we will briefly

discuss the descriptive attributes of the quarterly seasonally adjusted GDP

released by the CBS. Additionally, we will mark points of interest that will

be expanded upon in a case study following the results.

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics: Israel GDP

Israel GDP 1998q1-2010q1

Seasonly Adj. and Annual Percent Change

Mean Median Std KS (Pvalue)

3.60% 3.85% 4.50% 47.42%

During the sample period (1998q1-2010q1), the economic climate in Is-

rael which was characterized by steady growth accompanied by two business

cycles that contributed to the variation, as seen in Figure 1(a). Furthermore,

we see that the published GDP is not distributed normally, as we reject the
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null hypothesis tested in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test 6. In addition,

there is evidence of positive skewness and elevated levels of kurtosis to the

distribution, as seen in Figure 1(b). Using the boxplot in Figure 1(c) we

locate possible outliers of the series at the peaks (1999q2 and 2000q2) and

the gully (2001q3) of the high tech bubble.

A case study will concentrate on the recessions marked in red7 in Figure

1(a), to test how well the model reacts to external shocks to the economy.

In addition, as part of a more general test of robustness of the algorithm, we

will focus on how the model reacts to the data with and without the Second

Lebanon War (2006q3). This will test if the event can be treated as an outlier

of the published series.

Figure 1: Analysis of Distribution Properties of the Published Quarterly

GDP.

6The null distribution of this statistic is calculated under the null hypothesis that the

sample is drawn from the reference distribution, in this case the Gaussian distribution.
7The NBER method was used for recession identification.
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4.2 Constraint Levels

The selection of the constraint levels in the optimization problems applied in

this paper is paramount in producing results with low error rates and correct

levels of sparsity. In this section we will discuss the dynamic constraint level

selection procedures applied in the general algorithm.

As part of the algorithm which solves optimization problem8, we select

values of α in the range [0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0]. For each value of α the algorithm

generates solutions to the optimization problem between two extremes on

the range of λ, [λL(α), λH(α)], where:

‖β(λ)‖ =

{
‖βOLS‖ λ < λL(α)

0 λ > λH(α)

It was found that the predictions of the GDP in the range of [λL(α), λH(α)]

are locally robust with relation to close values of λ. On the other hand, the

variability increases when comparing the predictions between the quantiles

of [λL(α), λH(α)]. Figure 2 shows the crossvalidation results of predictions

and prediction errors (MAFE), for each level of α and λ(α). This procedure

is applied to determine which constraint levels give the best out of sample

results each time the general algorithm is run.

Additionally, as discussed in the previous section, the SPCA problem can

also be reformulated as an Elastic Net problem. The values of α and λ are set

automatically by the algorithm9 in order to solve for a maximum 20 non-zero

coefficients per component. This amount of non-zero coefficients is sufficient

to run the subsequent variable selection methods, i.e. Classic Approach, Two

8The glmnet package which solves the Elastic Net optimization problem is available for

both Matlab and R can be found at http://www-stat.stanford.edu/~tibs/lasso.html
9The LARS Matlab package, found in the same link referred to the glmnet, was used

to calculate the solution for the SPCA problem.
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Figure 2: Crossvalidated Levels of Predictions and Forecast Errors, Elastic

Net Sample 2004Q2-2010Q1

Component Norm and Iterated Component, and stepwise regressions applied

in the unconditional methods.

4.3 Main Results

In order to asses the goodness of fit of our models we have conducted a

rolling regression of 24 periods, beginning at 2004Q2. We then calculated

the out of sample projection for each period accompanied by an identical set

of statistics for each of the methods. The statistics included are: Standard

error of the projection (S.E), Adjusted R2, Akaike Information Criterion

(AIC), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Durbin Watson statistic (DW) and

the Kolmogorov-Smirnof (KS) test. Table 4 summarizes the results of the

different methods by averaging each statistic over the 24 periods on which

we conducted an out of sample projection. In addition, we constructed a

series called CBSfirst which consists of the first vintage quarterly GDP data

published by the CBS. This will serve as our control series to compare out of

sample results. Figure [3] shows a comparison of the projected and published

GDP series within the conditional and unconditional methods.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Out of Sample Projection

Table 4: Statistics of Goodness of Fit of the Selection Methods

Method S.E. R2
Adj AIC RMSE DW KS test

C
o
n
d
it
io
n
a
l Univariate 3.0% 58.9% -125.6 2.9% 2.5 86.9%

LASSO 3.5% 51.3% -123.6 3.3% 2.6 72.6%

Elastic Net 3.6% 50.8% -123.2 3.3% 2.7 81.3%

U
n
c
o
n
d
it
io
n
a
l

IC 3.6% 42.9% -112.9 3.4% 2.3 70.0%

TCN 4.0% 29.5% -104.6 3.8% 1.8 84.7%

PCA: Loadings 3.5% 46.8% -114.8 3.3% 2.5 73.5%

SPCA: Loadings 3.4% 48.8% -117.6 3.2% 2.4 74.0%

Table 4 may be quite misleading at first, since it displays data from the

rolling regression which by construction takes into account the in-sample pro-

jections. Therefore, even though this table is quite informative regarding the

goodness of each model it does not provide an answer to the most important

question for this paper: Which selection method best projects the quarterly

GDP?

In Figure 4 we show the distribution of the absolute projected errors for

each method. We clearly see that the Elastic Net, followed by the LASSO,
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provides the best real-time projection. Figure 4 is reinforced by Table 5 which

shows Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, which tests for equal forecast performance

between competing methods. This is done by a non-parametric test of the

hypothesis that a pair of series have equal location. From this table we

conclude that the Elastic Net and the LASSO are similar to first release of

the GDP in the context of performance, while the other methods reject this

hypothesis. Furthermore, this table gives a simple method to compare all

the methods to each other.

Another question that is of interest to us is to what extent the density

of the results from the different models is similar to the actual GDP, and

even more importantly, whether the out of sample predictions are unbiased.

We find that out of sample density of each projection method of the LASSO

and the Elastic Net are slightly biased, though comparatively less than the

other methods. In contrast to nowcasting models applied today in most

central banks we did not apply time dynamics in this research. We justify

this decision by testing for serial correlation in the projected GDP of the

Elastic Net and LASSO. We apply to the residuals the Breusch-Godfrey

Serial Correlation LM test. We find that the null hypothesis of no serial

correlation was not rejected in either final model10.

4.3.1 Importance of Different Series

Table 1 in Web Appendix A shows the probability of each variable to enter

each model. We find that the conditional methods present very high con-

sistency over time, in contrast to the unconditional methods which showed

many substitutions of different variables over time. This implies that there

are strong correlations between several variables and GDP, however these

10Results of the LM test can be found in Table 6 the Appendix.
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Figure 4: Out of Sample Forecasts Performance Comparison
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Table 5: Test for Equal Forecast Performance Between Methods
Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test (Pvalues)

PCA SPCA

First Release Elastic Net LASSO Univariate Loading IC TCN Loading IC

Elastic Net 0.13 - - - - - - - -

LASSO 0.05 0.74 - - - - - - -

Univariate 0.00* 0.02* 0.03* - - - - - -

P
C

A

Loading 0.00* 0.02* 0.04* 0.62 - - - - -

IC 0.01* 0.38 0.55 0.15 0.17 - - - -

TCN 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.98 0.68 0.07 - - -

S
P

C
A

Loading 0.00* 0.00* 0.01* 1.00 0.69 0.09 0.99 - -

IC 0.01* 0.35 0.56 0.15 0.23 0.98 0.04* 0.07 -

TCN 0.01* 0.15 0.27 0.51 0.62 0.49 0.41 0.37 0.55

*Reject hypothesis that the difference of a location parameters of each pair is 0 at 0.95

variables do not necessarily account for a large part of the data variability

over time. In the conditional methods we find that the variables that enter

the final set Θm of the projection model can be categorized into three groups;

a) Domestic Indicators b) Market Expectations Indices c) Global Variables.

The variables with the highest probability of entering Θm include: Price of

Oil, Purchasing Managers’ Index, Employers’ Survey, Industrial Production

Index, and Employed Persons’ Index in Manufacturing of Electronic Motors,

Components, and Transport Equipment. Figures 2(a)-2(c) in Web Appendix
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B show the size of the coefficients of all the variables chosen in each period

of the rolling regressions.

4.3.2 Robustness of the Algorithm

Finally we test if the results from each method is robust in its prediction.

This is done by applying the Jackknife technique to the sample. We use

the Jackknife to estimate the bias and the variance of the absolute error

of each method, by leaving out one observation at a time from the sample

set. From Figure 5 we see the conditional methods are more stable than the

unconditional ones. Within the conditional methods the over-sensitivity to

changes in the data in the univariate is highlighted, the Elastic Net has both

lower mean absolute errors and variation compared to the LASSO. Detailed

results of the each method within each period chosen in the Jackknife can be

found Figures 4(a)-4(d) in Web Appendix B.

Figure 5: Mean Absolute Errors in Jackknife Procedure
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4.4 Inference

While conventional econometrics is based on structural models, which by

construction produce unbiased estimates, the methods utilized in this paper
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break those assumptions by adding a penalty to the minimization problem.

It has been shown in the previous section that the out of sample predictions

produced by the LASSO, and its general form the Elastic Net, out perform

simple regression and classic dimension reduction techniques. The question

left unanswered is the ability to inference using the coefficients produced

in sparse regression. The constraints used in the Elastic Net were formu-

lated for variable selection and do not solve the inherent multicollinearity

problem found in OLS. Thus, reaching conclusions as to the effect of each

variable on the response variable may be tenuous. Conclusions that can be

extracted from the Elastic Net are the characteristics of the variables cho-

sen in the final subset and the proportion which each variable contributes to

the forecast level. To facilitate economic policy decisions a comparison can

be conducted to understand changes in composition to the final subset and

the different magnitude of the persistent variables throughout the evolving

economic business cycle.

4.5 Case Study: The Effect of External Shocks on

Model Accuracy

There are two prominent episodes during our sample period, that exemplify

abnormal economic activity. We examine these periods in order to assess

and analyze algorithm performance in unusual times. The first is the Second

Lebanon War, 2006Q3, in which the largest absolute error from the published

GDP occurred and the previous global economic crisis 2008Q2-2009Q4. We

discuss the subject of short comings of the algorithm and if they have eco-

nomic explanations or if they are methodological errors.
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4.5.1 Anomalies in the Data: The Second Lebanon War

The GDP growth rates which preceded and follow the Second Lebanon War,

2006Q3, were 7.5% and 7.8%, respectively. During this period there was

steady global economic growth. Expectations of conflict in the northern bor-

der were minimal, and consequently the macroeconomic impact of the Second

Lebanon War was unexpected and instantaneous. There was minimal impact

to the growth levels of all the major indicators of economic activity: private

consumption (3.4%), government consumption (13.6%), fixed capital forma-

tion (26.1%), unemployment (6.9%), business sector labor hours (-1.2%). It

is evident that the abrupt deviation from steady growth in the GDP (-1.5%)

was the consequence of an unexpected drop in inventories.

This conclusion is not surprising when recalling the immediate impact

that the war had on the Israeli economy and in particular the labor market.

During the 34 days of conflict the northern region was paralyzed due to the

constant mortar shelling, and a major portion of the workforce was enlisted

to reserve duty. These factors led to a reduction in production capabilities of

the Israeli economy, reflected in the steep decline of 12% in the utilization of

machinery and equipment index during the quarter. A review of the variable

contribution, Figure 6, in the LASSO model reveals that compared to the

previous period the level of the variables have a similar behavior which we see

in the National Accounts data, i.e. not reflecting the unexpected drop in the

GDP. A variable that could have captured the shock is Number of Tourist

Bed-Nights, which exhibited an 8.4% drop in 2006Q3. Internal research in

the Bank of Israel, Menashe and Sharhabani, has found this variable to be

highly correlated with the level of security concerns in Israel. However, since

this variable does not show high predictive ability during steady economic

activity, it was not selected by the LASSO when it could have actually been
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most indicative.

This special case provides an important insight to the importance of vari-

able selection to the general set of indicators. The current general set is

almost exclusively comprised of uses related variables. This in turn causes

the algorithm to be insensitive to changes in the GDP which are induced by

short term and unexpected factors, such as local conflicts or natural disasters.

Figure 6: Variable Contribution for Nowcast 2006Q2-2006Q4 (LASSO)
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4.5.2 Unmatched Market Expectation: Emerging out of Crisis

Compared to the global markets Israel has encountered more of an economic

slowdown than a financial and real estate crisis in the past two years (2008Q2-

2009Q4). Nevertheless, Israel did suffer from four consecutive quarters of

comparatively low economic activity, two of which included contraction of

the GDP. Analysis of the performance of the model in signaling the entrance

and the emergence from an economic slowdown is prudent to understand

how the algorithm reacts to economic instability. The algorithm captured

the timing, magnitude, and depth of the downturn. While capturing the

timing of the beginning of the recovery it miss-timed the end of the recovery.

We will briefly discuss the reasons we believe the persistent high growth rate

continued through 2009Q4 (5.9%) while the published GDP tailed off (4.4%).

Level shifts in time series are difficult to capture, one may argue that this

contributed to the temporary inaccuracy of the model. However, the model

performed fairly well during the level shifts in the aforementioned global

crisis. In addition, a closer examination of the variables that were chosen,

Figure 7, reveals that even though the variables with the largest coefficients

actually decreased during this period, the Purchasing Managers’ and the

Employers’ Indices had higher than expected levels of optimism in 2009Q4,

causing the extended increase in projected growth11.

This case study reveals a source for potential inaccuracies in the projected

data, due to the fact that it uses market expectations and not only market

data. This drawback shall be examined in future research in order to improve

model accuracy.

11A full decomposition of coefficient levels is available in Figures 1-2, Web Appendix B.
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Figure 7: Variable Contribution for Nowcast 2009Q3-2010Q1 (LASSO)
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5 Conclusions

Policy decision making in central banks is dependent on real-time data anal-

ysis as it is published. The ability to produce precise nowcasts through

canonical models has evolved with the methodological progress of model se-

lection techniques. Advances in different fields of research have improved

model selection for large scale problems. These advances in nowcasting have

yet to be fully utilized.

This paper compared model selection techniques applied in leading cen-

tral banks today with a new method, the Elastic Net. The application of

nowcasting with the Elastic Net to the Israel GDP yielded more precise and

stable results. Moreover, the dynamic nature of the model allows it to adapt

to shocks in the economy producing a more robust model.

A distinguishing feature of the Elastic Net is the ability to isolate influen-

tial variables which contribute to the real-time assessment. This refinement

of the results separates this method from current ones used in nowcasting and
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allows the model to be a more comprehensive tool in economic policy deci-

sions. Finally, this research highlighted the contribution of advanced data

mining techniques in a policy driven economic setting. Further development

and adaptation of the inference ability of these techniques could broaden the

insight into many structural econometric models applied today.
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A Appendix

Table 6: Test for Serial Correlation

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test Coefficient SE t Stat Prob.

EN 0.017 0.092 0.18 0.86

RESID(-1) -0.230 0.225 -1.02 0.32

RESID(-2) 0.027 0.223 0.12 0.90

LASSO 0.025 0.098 0.26 0.80

RESID(-1) -0.245 0.227 -1.08 0.29

RESID(-2) -0.002 0.223 -0.01 0.99
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Figure 8: Central Bureau of Statistics Israel Series Publication Time Line
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Figure 9: Flowchart of Methods Applied
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A Tables

Table 1: Probability of Variables to Enter the Final Sub-

set

Table 1

Conditional Methods

Univariate Multiple Regression

Prob Chosen Description

92% TMB :motors, electronic components

32% PMI:Production :output component

28% BOI Companies Survey : Communication

24% US Exports : Goods

24% TPR :electronic components and different industrial equip.

16% PMI:Domestic :supply :time component

4% Cushing Crude Oil Price

4% US Exports: Serivces

4% PMI:Stock :purchase :quantity component

4% Employer Survey : Transportation

Elastic Net

Alpha=0.4

Quantile=0.75

Prob Chosen Description

100% High Tech Stock Index

100% Cushing Crude Oil Price

100% US Exports : Goods

100% PMI : Employment :level component

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

100% Tourist bed-nights in authorized and unauthorized hotels

100% TPR :textiles

100% TPR :electronic motors, components and transport equip.

100% TPR :electronic components and different industrial equip.

100% TMB :motors, electronic components

96% Globes-Smith CCI

Quantile=0.50

Prob Chosen Description

100% US Exports : Goods

100% PMI : Employment :level component

100% TPR :electronic motors, components and transport equip.

100% TPR :electronic components and different industrial equip.

100% TMB :motors, electronic components

96% Cushing Crude Oil Price

96% TMB :electronic components and different industrial equipment

92% High Tech Stock Index

92% PMI : Euro 16

80% General Stock index

Quantile=0.25

Prob Chosen Description

100% US Exports : Goods

100% PMI : Employment :level component

100% PMI:Stock :purchase :quantity component

100% TPR :electronic components and different industrial equip.

100% TMB :motors, electronic components

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

100% TMB :electronic components

100% TMB :electronic components and different industrial equipment

96% PMI : Euro 16

92% TPR :electronic motors, components and transport equip.

84% BOI Companies Survey : Communication

LASSO

Quantile=0.75

Prob Chosen Description

100% Tourist bed-nights in authorized and unauthorized hotels

100% TPR :textiles

100% TMB :Machinery and equipment

100% TMB :motors, electronic components

96% Cushing Crude Oil Price

92% High Tech Stock Index

92% US Exports : Goods

92% TPR :electronic components and different industrial equip.

84% RT : Consumption goods :Other

84% Health Tax

Quantile=0.50

Prob Chosen Description

100% TPR :electronic components and different industrial equip.

100% TMB :motors, electronic components

92% Cushing Crude Oil Price

92% US Exports : Goods

68% PMI : Employment :level component

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

68% PMI : Euro 16

60% Industrial Firms Stock Index

60% Health Tax

60% Tourist bed-nights in authorized and unauthorized hotels

60% TPR :electronics communication equipment

Quantile=0.25

Prob Chosen Description

100% TMB :motors, electronic components

84% US Exports : Goods

84% TPR :electronic components and different industrial equip.

80% PMI:Stock :purchase :quantity component

72% PMI : Euro 16

60% BOI Companies Survey : Communication

36% PMI : Employment :level component

36% PMI:Production :output component

36% TMB :electronic components

16% PMI:Domestic :supply :time component

Unconditional Methods

PCA

Two Component Norm Selection

Prob Chosen Description

28% Industrial Firms Stock Index

20% PMI:Domestic :supply :time component

20% TMB :Jewelry, goldsmiths’ and silversmiths’ articles

16% Employer Survey : Education

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

8% General Stock index

8% Israel Exports :Services (NIS)

4% High Tech Stock Index

4% TMB :food products

4% TMB :food products, beverages and tobacco products

4% TMB :textiles

Iterated Component Selection

Prob Chosen Description

44% PMI:Domestic :supply :time component

32% TMB :Jewelry, goldsmiths’ and silversmiths’ articles

32% Employer Survey : Building

28% Cushing Crude Oil Price

28% Manufacturing exports (NIS)

24% Industrial Firms Stock Index

20% DOLLAR/NIS EXCHANGE RATE

16% Health Tax

16% Israel Exports :Services (NIS)

16% PMI:Domestic :orders component

SPCA

Two Component Norm Selection

Prob Chosen Description

16% Triple trade index : Nominal

16% PMI : Employment :level component

16% Employer Survey : Food

12% PMI:Domestic :supply :time component

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

12% TPR :electronic motors, components and transport equip.

12% TMB :motors, electronic components

12% PMI : Euro 16

8% US Exports: Services

8% Revenue index :Community, social, personal and other services

8% Revenue index :Commerce and services

Iterated Component Selection

Prob Chosen Description

32% Tel Aviv 100

28% Cushing Crude Oil Price

28% TMB :industrial equipment for control and supervision

24% PMI:Domestic :supply :time component

20% Hotels :no. of bed-nights in tourist hotels :Israeli

20% TMB :wearing apparel

16% General Stock index

12% US Exports: Services

12% Israel Exports :Services (NIS)

12% PMI:Stock of finished :goods component
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Table 2: List of Variables in the General Set

Index Description

BOI: Bank of Israel, RT: Retail Trade, TPR: Industrial Production Index,

TMB: Employed Persons’ Index, PMI: Purchasing Manager’s Index, CCI: Con-

sumer Confidence Index, RT: Retail Trade, THP: Man-Hours Worked Index

1 BOI Companies Survey : Building

2 BOI Companies Survey : Communication

3 BOI Companies Survey : Industry

4 BOI Companies Survey : Retail

5 Capital Utilization Index

6 Cushing Crude Oil Price

7 Dollar/NIS Exchange Rate

8 Employer Survey : Agriculture

9 Employer Survey : Building

10 Employer Survey : Education

11 Employer Survey : Financial

12 Employer Survey : Food

13 Employer Survey : Health

14 Employer Survey : Industry

15 Employer Survey : Real

16 Employer Survey : Trade

17 Employer Survey : Transportation

18 EURO/NIS EXCHANGE RATE

19 EURO/NIS EXCHANGE RATE

20 General Concert Bonds Stock index

Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Index Description

BOI: Bank of Israel, RT: Retail Trade, TPR: Industrial Production Index,

TMB: Employed Persons’ Index, PMI: Purchasing Manager’s Index, CCI: Con-

sumer Confidence Index, RT: Retail Trade, TPH: Man-Hours Worked Index

21 General Stock index

22 Globes-Smith CCI

23 GOLD : Market Rate

24 GOLD : Market Rate

25 Gross Capital Stock : Business Sector

26 Health Tax

27 High Tech Stock Index

28 Hotels : No. of bed-nights in tourist hotels :total

29 Hotels : No. of bed-nights in tourist hotels :Israeli

30 Housing completions :Total

31 Housing starts :public sector

32 Housing starts :Total

33 Imports :consumer goods (NIS)

34 Imports :Investment goods (NIS)

35 Imports :Net (NIS)

36 Industrial Firms Stock Index

37 Israel Exports :Goods (NIS)

38 Israel Exports :Services (NIS)

39 Israel Imports :Goods (NIS)

40 Israel Imports :Services (NIS)

41 Manufacturing exports (NIS)

Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Index Description

BOI: Bank of Israel, RT: Retail Trade, TPR: Industrial Production Index,

TMB: Employed Persons’ Index, PMI: Purchasing Manager’s Index, CCI: Con-

sumer Confidence Index, RT: Retail Trade, TPH: Man-Hours Worked Index

42 Michigan CCI

43 MSCI : Currency(NIS)

44 No. of tourist arrivals :total

45 No. of tourist arrivals, by air passengers

46 PMI : Employment :level component

47 PMI : Euro 16

48 PMI : USA

49 PMI:Domestic :orders component

50 PMI:Domestic :supply :time component

51 PMI:Global :orders component

52 PMI:Import :supply :time component

53 PMI:Production :output component

54 PMI:Raw :material :stock :levels component

55 PMI:Stock :purchase :prices component

56 PMI:Stock :purchase :quantity component

57 PMI:Stock of finished :goods component

58 Price index of dwellings

59 Purchasing Managers Index :Total

60 Real Effective Exchange Rate

61 Residential building :Completions :private sector

62 Residential building :Completions :public sector

Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Index Description

BOI: Bank of Israel, RT: Retail Trade, TPR: Industrial Production Index,

TMB: Employed Persons’ Index, PMI: Purchasing Manager’s Index, CCI: Con-

sumer Confidence Index, RT: Retail Trade, TPH: Man-Hours Worked Index

63 Residential building :Starts :private sector

64 Revenue index :Accommodation services and restaurants

65 Revenue index :Banking, insurance and other Financial institutions

66 Revenue index :Business activities

67 Revenue index :Commerce and services

68 Revenue index :Community, social, personal and other services

69 Revenue index :Education

70 Revenue index :Health, welfare & social work services

71 Revenue index :Wholesale and retail trade, and repairs

72 RT : Consumption goods :Other

73 RT : Durables

74 RT : Footwear

75 RT : Textile and clothing

76 RT : Total excl. gas, fertilizers and petroleum

77 RT :Food

78 RT :Kitchen and house accessories

79 RT :Petroleum

80 Tel Aviv 100

81 THP : basic metal

82 THP : beverages and tobacco products

83 THP : chemicals and their products

Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Index Description

BOI: Bank of Israel, RT: Retail Trade, TPR: Industrial Production Index,

TMB: Employed Persons’ Index, PMI: Purchasing Manager’s Index, CCI: Con-

sumer Confidence Index, RT: Retail Trade, TPH: Man-Hours Worked Index

84 THP : components

85 THP : electronics communication equipment

86 THP : furniture

87 THP : High technology

88 THP : industrial equip. for control

89 THP : industry : index

90 THP : Jewelry, goldsmiths’ and silversmiths’ articles

91 THP : Low technology

92 THP : Machinery and equipment

93 THP : Medium-high technology

94 THP : Medium-low technology

95 THP : metal products

96 THP : motors, electronic components and equip.

97 THP : other mining and quarrying

98 THP : textiles & wearing apparel

99 THP : textiles

100 THP : Transport equipment

101 THP : wood and its products & furniture

102 TMB : chemicals and their products

103 TMB :basic metal

104 TMB :beverages and tobacco products

Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Index Description

BOI: Bank of Israel, RT: Retail Trade, TPR: Industrial Production Index,

TMB: Employed Persons’ Index, PMI: Purchasing Manager’s Index, CCI: Con-

sumer Confidence Index, RT: Retail Trade, TPH: Man-Hours Worked Index

105 TMB :electric motors and electric distribution apparatus

106 TMB :electronic components

107 TMB :electronic components and different industrial equipment

108 TMB :food products

109 TMB :food products, beverages and tobacco products

110 TMB :footwear, leather and its products

111 TMB :furniture

112 TMB :industrial equipment for control and supervision

113 TMB :Jewelry, goldsmith’s and silversmith’s articles

114 TMB :Machinery and equipment

115 TMB :Manufacture of plastic and rubber products

116 TMB :manufacturing n.e.c

117 TMB :metal products

118 TMB :motors, electronic components

119 TMB :non-metallic mineral products

120 TMB :other mining and quarrying

121 TMB :paper and its products

122 TMB :publishing and printing

123 TMB :textiles

124 TMB :textiles & wearing apparel

125 TMB :Transport equipment

Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Index Description

BOI: Bank of Israel, RT: Retail Trade, TPR: Industrial Production Index,

TMB: Employed Persons’ Index, PMI: Purchasing Manager’s Index, CCI: Con-

sumer Confidence Index, RT: Retail Trade, TPH: Man-Hours Worked Index

126 TMB :wearing apparel

127 TMB :wood and its products & furniture

128 TMB :wood and wood products (excl. furniture)

129 Total Tax Collection

130 Tourist bed-nights in authorized and unauthorized hotels

131 TPR : Other Branches

132 TPR :beverages and tobacco products

133 TPR :building products :paper and its products

134 TPR :electronic components and different industrial equip.

135 TPR :electronic motors, components and transport equip.

136 TPR :electronics communication equipment

137 TPR :food products, beverages and tobacco products

138 TPR :furniture

139 TPR :High technology

140 TPR :industrial equipment for control and supervision

141 TPR :Jewelry, goldsmith’s and silversmith’s articles

142 TPR :Low technology

143 TPR :Medium-high technology

144 TPR :Medium-low technology

145 TPR :other mining and quarrying

146 TPR :refined petroleum & nuclear fuel; chemicals etc.

Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Index Description

BOI: Bank of Israel, RT: Retail Trade, TPR: Industrial Production Index,

TMB: Employed Persons’ Index, PMI: Purchasing Manager’s Index, CCI: Con-

sumer Confidence Index, RT: Retail Trade, TPH: Man-Hours Worked Index

147 TPR :textiles

148 TPR :textiles & wearing apparel & footwear etc.

149 TPR :total (excl. diamonds)

150 TPR :Transport equipment

151 TPR :wood and its products & furniture

152 TPR :Metal and machinery

153 Treasury bills: Fixed interest 1 month to redemption

154 Triple trade index : Nominal

155 Triple trade index : Real

156 US Exports : Goods

157 US Exports: Services

158 V.A.T. on Domestic Production
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B Figures

Figure 1: Size of Coefficients in each Period (LASSO)

(a) Domestic (b) Market Expectations

(c) Global
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Figure 2: Size of Coefficients in each Period (Elastic Net α = 0.4)

(a) Domestic (b) Market Expectations

(c) Global
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Figure 3: Jackknife Boxplots of Conditional Methods

(a) Elastic Net (b) LASSO

(c) Univariate (d) CBSFirst
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Figure 4: Jackknife Boxplots of Unconditional Methods

(a) TCN (b) IC

(c) PCA (d) CBSFirst
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Abstract

A typical time series can be defined as a stochastic process that

accumulates new data at fixed time intervals. Once these realizations

are part of the observed process they are treated as constant. There

are cases in which the stochastic process may not be directly observed.

This necessitates their estimation using sequentially accumulated sam-

ples that provide new information relevant to the period of interest.

As a result, after the initial estimation all points in the stochastic

process are repeatedly revised.

We propose in this paper a method to estimate the uncertainty

found in the revision process. We use this estimation to generate

an asymmetrical prediction interval of a subsequent revision to the

currently published activity period. The interval is a function of the

maturity of each time period within the current vintage of the growth

process. Our approach relaxes a common assumption that the revision

process is a homogeneous one and not a mixture of a number of dif-

ferent processes. We postulate that the revision process is a function

of the state of the growth process, thereby creating the necessity to

model the process state through hidden Markov models and estimate

model parameters relating to each one.

The methodology is tested on historical data of the Israel Gross

Domestic Product (GDP). We find that there is a significant difference

in the size and sign of revisions dependent on the state of the growth

rate. More specifically, when the initial publication is in a low growth

period, the growth is overestimated and subsequent revisions lower

the growth rate, and conversely when the initial publication is in a

high growth period the growth is underestimated and the subsequent

revisions increase the growth rate. Out of sample tests are conducted

and show that the prediction interval estimate of the initial publication
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correctly identifies both the future first and third revisions at a rate

of 70% within an interval width of 0.35% annualized growth.
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1 Introduction

A typical time series can be defined as a stochastic process that accumulates

new data at fixed time intervals. Once these realizations are part of the ob-

served process they are treated as constant. There are cases in which the

stochastic process may not be directly observed. This necessitates their esti-

mation using sequentially accumulated samples that provide new information

relevant to the period of interest. As a result, after the initial estimation all

points in the stochastic process are repeatedly revised. We model the revision

process using a hidden Markov model to capture this inherent uncertainty.

We characterize the process as asynchronous, in that random variables in

the sequence are revised at each time period, whereas new random variables

are added to the sequence at a lower frequency. This creates two levels of

uncertainty in the process: the uncertainty between the random variables in

the process and uncertainty pertaining to a given random variable which is

dependent on the state of the overall process and its maturity since initial

estimation.

Examples can be found in the publication of official statistics, financial

reports, banks’ internal credit ratings and the estimation of fetal growth.

Indicators relating to the state of these processes are unobserved and must

be modeled using proxy information. In such cases the true value of any ag-

gregate data is unobserved, and therefore the measurement error of revisions

is likewise unobserved. Such activity indicators can be viewed as a series of

independent random surveys with respect to a period of activity, Kapetanios

& Yates (2004).

In the field of official statistics, every three months a new period of ac-

tivity is estimated and after which is revised once a month utilizing new

information. Financial reports are published every three months by publicly
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traded companies. The initial publication contains a number of estimated in-

dicators which represent the current fiscal state of the company. At the time

of the next period publication revised estimates are published regarding pre-

viously reported periods, which contain information that was not available at

the previous period. When estimating fetal growth a number of observable

measurements, such as femur length and head circumference, are taken dur-

ing the 11th week and then every four-six weeks until birth. These estimates

are aggregated to create the fetal growth, which has a high rate of measure-

ment error. In all examples the uncertainty found in the early publications

can have great implications regarding the action each practitioner takes. The

monetary policy of central banks through the official statistics, investment

actions of the market participants based on the published financial reports

and physician interventions to counteract faltering fetal growth.

We propose in this paper a method to estimate the revision process un-

certainty. We use this estimation to generate an asymmetrical prediction

interval of an upcoming revision of a currently published activity period.

These intervals are a function of the maturity of each time period within the

current vintage of the growth process. Contemporary literature, such as Cun-

ningham et al. (2012), Anderson & Gascon (2009) and Jacobs & Van Norden

(2011), model revisions of economic growth base their models on two major

assumptions. An explicit assumption is that the published growth can be

de-constructed into three parts: the true growth, a time invariant publica-

tion bias of a given maturity, and the serially correlated measurement error

associated with the publication maturity. The decay rate is estimated over

the full sample and is not a function of the level of maturity. We find that

empirically the revisions do decay over a long horizon of nearly ten years,

these are comparable to the revision decay at of the US and England GDPs.
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Thus, we do not find it pertinent to model the full path of revisions due to its

negligible use for real time policy decision making. An implicit assumption is

made in that the revision process is a homogeneous one and not a mixture of

a number of different processes. We postulate that the revision process is a

function of the state of the growth process, thereby creating the necessity to

model the growth state and estimate model parameters relating to each one.

An unsupervised learning algorithm is applied to classify different revision

behavior present in past vintages. We estimate the transition probability

of the process growth being in a given state of growth through a Markov

switching model.

The application of these prediction intervals gives the policy maker a

level of confidence with respect to the probability the estimate they are given

initially will be revised and pass predetermined decision thresholds. Instead

of basing this on either endogenous information currently at hand or inherent

model error that can be modulated, we propose to use empirical revision

distributions that are exogenous to the growth process estimation framework.

The following sections of the paper will present the formal definition of the

process, the hidden Markov model, the derivation of the prediction interval

and finally a case study using the GDP publications from Israel.

2 Growth Process

Let
{
ykt
}T,K
t=1,k=0

, t ∈ N+, k ∈ N0 be a discrete time, continuous space, stochas-

tic and stationary process. Where t denotes the time period which the ran-

dom variable is initially estimated. Thereafter, at each time period, each ran-

dom variable is revised, i.e. re-estimated, where k denotes the maturity of re-

vision. Given a period of publication t, the number of revisions that have been
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been applied to a random variable is defined as K(n, t) = n(t − 1) − I{t>1},

where n is the ratio between the frequency of t and the frequency of revi-

sion and I is an indicator function. For simplicity of notation going further

K ≡ K(n, t). This framework generates different length processes dependent

on period of initial estimation. A stylized representation of this process is

presented in Table 1 under the assumption that n=4:

ykt =




y01 y11 y21 y31 y41 y51 y61 y71 y81 . . .

y02 y12 y22 y32 y42 y52 . . .

y03 y13 y23 . . .


 (1)

We assume that ykt is a first order autoregressive process, dependent on both

vintage and activity period. In the standard AR(1) model we would condition

on the previous period, but in this case we have more information regarding

the previous period. When the current activity period is initially realized,

the previous one has been revised K times. We can use its historical revisions

which contain information regarding t−1. We add an additional covariate to

the model yk+m
t−1 which represents ykt−1 at revision maturity m. This revision

maturity parameter is used to create flexibility of which type of additional

information is used in the model. As seen in the example above y03 can be

conditioned on four random variables from the previous period, y02, y
1
2, y

2
2, y

3
2,

where the earliest one is in fact four higher frequency time periods prior to

y03. In practice this maturity represents a large horizon in the high frequency

time line, where the time difference between activity period t and t − 1

increases at a fixed ratio. We incorporate an additional prior vintage of yt−1

an exogenous variable to the standard AR(1) model, thus constructing an

ARIMAX model, Hamilton (1990).
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ykt = a0 + a1y
k
t−1 + a2y

k+m
t−1 + εt, εt

iid∼ N(0, σ2
a) (2)

Using these two covariates we can separate the effect ‘new information’,

added to the previous period (t − 1), has on the current period (t), which

is being predicted. The model parameters are denoted in a vector α =

(a0, a1, a2, σ
2
a)′.,

We find empirical evidence which shows that the revision process within

a given vintage is a function of the state of the overall growth process. The

GDP growth process in many economies has been found to follow three dis-

tinct growth regimes, low/mid/high, where the low growth includes also de-

celeration, i.e. negative growth. We show that the revision process of the

Israel GDP differs within each growth regime. The low growth regimes have

heavy lower tail revision distributions and the high growth regimes have

heavy upper tail revision distributions. Our objective is to estimate the

probability of which regime the rate of growth is at in each activity period

of a vintage.

We model 2 as a Markov switching model, in which there are a total of

N regimes. Let skt be an unobserved scalar random variable which takes on

integer values j ∈ 1 . . . N . Given skt = j we define the model as:

ykt = a0j + a1jy
k
t−1 + a2jy

k+m
t−1 + εt, εt

iid∼ N(0, σ2
aj) (3)

Given constant k and m the T × 1 vector ykt depends only on the current

and previous state variables and the previous activity period corresponding

publication vintage, the historical vintage skt , s
k
t−1, y

k
t−1, y

k+m
t−1 , and on a vector

of parameters θ. The parameter vector is defined as a stacked vector of
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θ = (α′1 . . . α
′
N)′ where the vector αj = (a0j, a1j, a2j, σ

2
aj)
′ corresponds to the

model parameters of skt = j. Formally the Markovian process is defined as

f(ykt |skt , skt−1, . . . , ykt−1, ykt−2, . . . , yk+m
t−1 , y

k+m
t−2 , . . . ; θ) (4)

= f(ykt |skt , ykt−1, yk+m
t−1 ; θ)

= f(ykt |skt , zk,mt−1 ; θ),

where zk,mt−1 = ((ykt−1)
′, (yk+m

t−1 )′)′. For each time period the conditional density

is defined as a function of a given regime:

ηjt = f(ykt |skt = j, zk,mt−1 ; θ) ∼ N

((
zk,mt−1

)′
βj, σ

2
j

)
, (5)

Were βj is the coefficient vector for the jth regression. There are thus N con-

ditional densities which are collected in an (N×1) vector ηt = (η′1t, . . . , η
′
Nt)
′.

We therefore need to make an inference regarding the state value of skt given

all the information we know with certainty up to that time.

2.1 Hamilton Filter

For each time period t = 1 . . . T we estimate the probability to be in each

value of skt

ξkjt = Pr(skt = j|zk,mt ; θ), (6)

where for each time period the probabilities sum to unity. The inference

regarding the probability to be in a given state is performed iteratively for

each t according to
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ξ̂kjt =
f(ykt , s

k
t = j|zk,mt−1 ; θ)

f(ykt |zk,mt−1 ; θ)
, (7)

where the conditional joint density f(ykt , s
k
t = j|zk,mt−1 ; θ) is given by

f(ykt , s
k
t = j|zk,mt−1 ; θ) =

N∑

i=1

Pr(skt = j|skt−1 = i) Pr(skt−1 = i|zk,mt−1 ; θ)ηjt (8)

=
N∑

i=1

pkij ξ̂
k
i,t−1ηjt.

It is assumed that the skt evolves according to a Markov chain that is inde-

pendent of the current or past observations of zk,mt :

pkij ≡ Pr(skt = j|skt−1 = i, skt−2 = i′, . . . , zk,mt , zk,mt−1 ) = Pr(skt = j|skt−1 = i).

(9)

Using 8 and 9 we can estimate the conditional distribution of skt

ξ̂kjt =
f(ykt , s

k
t = j|zk,mt−1 ; θ)

f(ykt |zk,mt−1 ; θ)
=

∑N
i=1 p

k
ij ξ̂

k
i,t−1ηjt∑N

j=1

∑N
i=1 p

k
ij ξ̂

k
i,t−1ηjt

, (10)

where the conditional density of the tth observation is the sum of the N

modalities for each j. Finally, for each iteration we evaluate the sample

conditional log likelihood of the observed data:

log f(yk1 . . . y
k
T |yk0) =

T∑

t=1

log f(ykt |zk,mt−1 ; θ) (11)

Smoothed inferences are calculated using Kim’s algorithm, Kim (1994), start-

ing from ξjT obtained from equation 10 we iterate backwards t = T − 1, T −
2, . . .
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ξ̂kt|T = ξ̂kt|t � {(P k)′
[
ξ̂kt+1|T (÷)ξ̂kt+1|t

]
}, (12)

where ξ̂kt|t, represents a stacked N × 1 vector whose jth element is ξ̂kjt and

(÷), � denote element-by-element division and multiplication respectively.

We update the transition probability using the smoothed inferences through

p̂kij =

∑T
t=2 Pr(skt = j, skt−1 = i; θ̂)
∑T

t=2 Pr(skt−1 = i; θ̂)
, (13)

where θ̂ denotes the vector of updated maximum likelihood estimates.

The EM algorithm is initialized with an initial guess to the parameters

θ(0), the initial state probabilities ξ0j = N−1 ∀j, and a uniform probability

transition matrix pkij = N−1, ∀i, j. Using these initial values we evaluate

the filtered and smoothed probabilities and update the transition matrix

(E-step). Using the estimated probabilities the parameter estimates are re-

estimated to generate θ(1) and the model likelihood is updated (M-step).

These steps are iterated in the same fashion to generate θ(2), θ(3), . . . until

convergence is achieved. We set the convergence criterion to be ||θnew −
θold|| ≤ 10−8. This is applied to different starting points to avoid local

solutions.

2.2 Model Inference

Model 3 allows us to infer which growth regime the process is most likely in

and the transition probability to be in a given state for the next time period.

If we were to forecast the m-periods ahead under model 3 we would in fact be

forecasting the probability to be in a growth regime in future activity periods.

This however is not the goal of this paper, we are interested in generating

prediction intervals for the revisions to the current vintage published.
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An intuitive example to better understand the difference is the re-evaluation

of interest rates in a central bank. When the gross domestic product is ini-

tially published policy makers need to know the level of uncertainty regarding

the subsequent revisions to the new activity period. If we were to forecast

model 3 we would be supplying them information regarding the expected

regime of the next activity period. There are many models that supply such

predictions such as the Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium structural

models, for examples see Romer (2012).

3 Non-Parametric Prediction Intervals

Given an updated estimation for a given activity period and the distribution

of realized revisions we estimate the interval that the subsequent revisions

will most likely be in, given a predetermined probability. This in contrast

to confidence intervals or credible intervals, that are prevalent in frequentist

and Bayesian inference. In those inferences the objective is predict the dis-

tribution of parameter estimates to the quantity of interest that cannot be

observed.

We first characterize the revision process that are the basis of the predic-

tion intervals. We denote the revision process of ykt as

xkt =
ykt − yk−1t

ykt
, k = 1 . . . K. (14)

Within a given activity period t we assume that the revision process is a

function of the unobserved state variable sk+m
t , which corresponds to the

relevant horizon m. For example in Table 1 the upper row consists of the

initial estimate y01 and eight subsequent revisions, y11 . . . y
8
1. For this time

period we would construct the revision process x11 . . . x
8
1, which itself is a
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random process. After constructing such variables for each time period, we

combine them into the matrix X = (x1, x2, . . . xT )′. The first column of X

gives the distribution of first revisions for all time periods, the second gives

the distribution of the subsequent revision and so on.

In the case study in the following section it is shown that the revision

distributions of the Israel GDP are a mixture of three distinct processes

which are characterized by the unobserved state variable we modeled in the

previous sections.

Figure 1: Revision Distribution by Regime
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A depiction of the revision distributions are shown in Figure 1. Due to the

high levels of skewness present in the revision distributions, our objective is

to construct prediction intervals with respect to their empirical distribution.
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3.1 Construction of Prediction Intervals

To construct the prediction intervals we evaluate the expected revision at

the upper and lower percentiles of the revision distribution of each maturity

conditioned on the estimated growth regime state.

Xk
l = 100× (1− pth) percentile of Xk (15)

Xk
u = 100× pth percentile of Xk (16)

The current process growth ykt is updated with the weighted sum of the revi-

sion distribution at the lower and upper bounds, multiplied by the probability

to be in each state at time t, ξkjt.

yk+m,l
t = (1 + ykt )

[
1 +

N∑

j=1

Xk
l ξ

k
jt

]
(17)

yk+m,u
t = (1 + ykt )

[
1 +

N∑

j=1

Xk
uξ

k
jt

]
. (18)

While the interval is symmetric in percentiles, it is not symmetric in the

terms of values of the process growth rate. Thus, yk+m,l
t and yk+m,u

t are

endpoints of the 100p% prediction interval for yk+m

Pr
(
yk+m,l
t < yk+m

t < yk+m,u
t

)
= p. (19)

For example observing the realizations of y0t and y3t−1 we want to evaluate the

revised values of the rate of process growth within a band that covers 80% of

the empirical distribution. We define the lower bound as the 10th percentile

and the upper bound as the 90th percentile of y1t ,
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y1,lt = (1 + y0t )

[
1 +

N∑

j=1

X1
l Pr(s0t = j|s0t−1 = i, y3t−1)

]
(20)

y1,ut = (1 + y0t )

[
1 +

N∑

j=1

X1
u Pr(s0t = j|s0t−1 = i, y3t−1)

]
. (21)

4 Model Initialization

A classification algorithm is defined to categorize the revision distribution

conditional on features of the stationary the process. An unsupervised learn-

ing scheme is used to label each data point to its nearest distribution, through

a non-parametric hypothesis test. We use a non-parametric test for two rea-

sons. The first is that the revision distributions have high levels of skewness

that changes throughout the maturity horizon, thus modeling such a process

would add many assumptions and create a cumbersome framework. The

second is that the agencies generating the data update and improve the

methodologies of data collection and estimation at irregular time periods.

This would create a dependence on the agencies to maintain the model and

react to their future unknown changes.

As in most classification algorithms we predefine the number of groups

we have in the process, in our case we split the rate of growth into three

groups: low, mid and high. Assuming there are varying revision rate distribu-

tions under different growth regimes, the one-sided Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon

(MWW) test is applied to evaluate the maximum median difference of the

revision rates between the low and high process growth, at 95% confidence

level. Where the change in growth rate between two consecutive activity

periods is evaluated for each revision. We use a line search on the support of

each revision in order to locate the largest distance between the low and high
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growth regimes. The parameter ϑ ∈ (0.05, 0.45) is used to split the revision

distribution into three sections by percentile:

{[p0 − pϑ], (pϑ − p(1−ϑ)], (p(1−ϑ) − p100]|ϑ}. (22)

The median difference between the revision distribution in the two extreme

groupings, [p0−pϑ] and (p(1−ϑ)−p100], and the p-value are evaluated for each

revision maturity and level of ϑ. After which the means of these measures

are calculated across revisions, to create a score for each level of ϑ. We define

the groups’ boundaries as the value of ϑ that minimizes the mean median

difference across all maturities.

Empirically we find that this non-parametric approach reproduces the

same grouping outcomes as the unsupervised fuzzy competitive learning

(UFCL) algorithm, derived by Chung & Lee (1994), using the absolute

element-wise difference as the dissimilarity metric. Using the MWW test

we get an added value of estimating the level of confidence we have in the

group differences both overall and for each given maturity.

Using these regime boundaries initial parameter estimates are evaluated

using a first order autoregressive model with an exogenous covariate. In

equation 3 the exogenous covariate is defined as the revised estimate of the

previous activity period. Due to the use of the EM algorithm to infer the

state of growth a number of initial parameter estimates are needed to avoid

a local solution. We apply a block bootstrap on the autoregressive model to

create these sets of initial parameters.
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5 Case Study: Israel GDP Growth

As an illustration of this method, consider the quarterly national accounts

data which are published once a month by the Israeli Central Bureau of

Statistics (CBS). Each quarterly data report is revised after the initial publi-

cation, because of new information and seasonal adjustments. Within the 40

months following the initial publication new information is received by the

CBS through surveys and financial reports. Once this information has been

taken into account in the revised publication, the full series is once again

seasonally adjusted.

Once a month the Bank of Israel (BoI) reassesses its monetary policy

stance and a lot of weight is put on the marginal series of the GDP disre-

garding the divergence between the current GDP publication and the ‘full

information’ GDP. This exercise attempts to characterize this divergence on

the basis of vintage series of GDP data and construct a prediction interval

to the current publication of the seasonally adjusted GDP. The objective of

the prediction interval is to broaden the discussion of economic growth from

a point estimate constructed from ‘partial information’ found in the initial

publications to an estimation of the ‘full information’ GDP, which is found

in the revised GDP. Figure 2 shows a timeline centered at the time period

of GDP initial publication in relation to the end of quarter activity and the

subsequent revisions.

Previous work in the BoI, competitive learning (BOI), has tested the

revision convergence rate of the GDP and the possibility of a revision bias

with respect to the long term growth trend. The latter test was conditioned

on whether the GDP growth being above or below the long run growth

trend measured by the HP filter. The findings of this work were that the

GDP is updated within 12 periods from initial publication and there was no
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Figure 2: Publication Time line in Weeks Centered Around Initial Release
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significant bias in the revisions with relation to the long term growth trend.

This case study applies the methods described in the previous sections

and constructs a prediction interval for the next revision of GDP growth

around the last available estimate of GDP growth. This prediction interval

is formulated as a function of the change in GDP growth rate. We find that

the revisions are distributed differently depending on the state of the rate

of growth. To depict different rates of the growth the revision distributions

were examined in three different stages of the economic growth rate cycle:

negatively accelerating growth rate, stable growth rate and positively accel-

erating growth rate. We find evidence that if the rate of growth is negatively

accelerating, then the initial publication will be overestimated and subse-

quent revisions will lower the GDP, and conversely when the rate of growth

is positively accelerating the initial publication is underestimated and the

subsequent revisions will be higher. Out of sample testing shows that the

prediction interval produced at the time of initial release correctly bounds

the initial revision of the GDP at a rate of 80% and the future third revision

at a rate of 78%.
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5.1 Characteristics of the GDP Process

The first and second difference of the Israel GDP are depicted in Figure

3. The GDP growth rate and the change in growth rate through boxplots

connected at the median value of each quarter in order to visualize the pub-

lication volatility. It was found that the revision volatility increases as the

absolute value of the GDP rate of growth increases, and that the horizon

for volatility convergence is longer with the increase of GDP rate of growth.

When testing the convergence rate of the GDP we find that, at a signifi-

cance of 95%, after 40 revisions following the initial publication of a quarter

the volatility of the publications stabilize. This is consistent with findings

of other central banks such as the Federal Reserve and the Bank of Eng-

land, Cunningham et al. (2012), Anderson & Gascon (2009) and Jacobs &

Van Norden (2011).

Applying the non-parametric test to differentiate the different revision

distribution as a function of the growth process defined in section 4 we find

that there is sufficient evidence that validates the existence of three regimes.

As seen in Table 1 the median in the first revision of the High Regime is larger

than the Low Regime with a P-Value of 5.7%, the fourth revision 6.9%, sev-

enth 0.01% and tenth 7.5% for the median difference. These maturities with

at most 10% significant median difference coincide with initial revision and

the publication of subsequent activity periods. This result gives validation

for the construction of a prediction interval on the current publication GDP

while taking into account the growth rate regime. Figure 1 shows for each

revision the distribution of each state of growth separated by the ϑ that

was found to create the greatest distance between the low and high growth

regimes.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Vintage GDP growth rate and change in growth

rate

Sample Period: 2005m9-2014m3
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Table 1: Wilcoxon Test for Location Difference Between High Growth and

Low Growth Regimes First 12 Revisions, Sample Period 2005m9-2014m3

Test Upcoming Revision

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Wilcoxon 0.05 0.70 0.14 0.07 0.75 0.47 0.01 0.71 0.29 0.08 0.63 0.27
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5.2 HMM estimation

Given a vintage of the published GDP we estimate the probability to be in a

given state in regards to the rate of growth. The ARIMAX switching model,

was fitted to the data by maximum likelihood

ykt = a0j + a1jy
k
t−1 + a2jy

k+m
t−1 + εt, εt

iid∼ N(0, σ2
aj), (23)

where the states are presumed to follow a three-state Markov chain, j={Low,Stable,High},
with transition probabilities pij. Maximum likelihood parameters are re-

ported in Table 2. The estimated average rate of growth for each state

a0j/(1 + a1j) is -1.46, -0.35, 8.17 respectively. While the covariates of the

previous period do not have high significance in terms of Pvalue, the inclu-

sion of this information in the model improves the identification of which

state the rate of growth is currently in. The ability to correctly identify the

states receives a higher priority over inference in this research since we are

using the HMM model to correctly choose which revision distribution is used

to create the prediction intervals.

In Table 3 we see that the probability to persist in high growth is low

27%, while the persistence is higher in the low (52%) and stable (63%) states.

This gives insight to the probability sustained low growth or contraction over

consecutive activity periods, and that after high rate of growth we can expect

to rebound in the following period with a low rate of growth.

Figure 4 shows the initial publication of the GDP Rate of Growth Pro-

cess for each time period. The horizontal lines show the boundaries of the

regimes as estimated using the MWW test as described in the previous sec-

tion. The labels for each time period display the smoothed probability es-

timates that correspond to the state that has the highest probability, i.e.
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Table 2: Maximum Likelihood Estimates of Parameters for Markov-

Switching Model of Israel GDP

State Coefficient Estimate Standard Error

Low a0 -2.39 0.48

Stable a0 -0.28 0.08

High a0 2.94 0.54

Low a1 0.64 0.65

Stable a1 -0.19 0.13

High a1 -0.64 0.52

Low a2 -0.88 0.74

Stable a2 0.05 0.14

High a2 -0.18 0.58

Low σa 2.38

Stable σa 0.08

High σa 2.44

max
j
ξ0jt, where j={low,stable,high}. The model correctly identifies the pre-

sumed states of rate of growth in 90% of the periods. We measure the accu-

racy of the smoothed state probability estimates using a quadratic probability

loss function, Brier (1950), defined in Formula 24. The dichotomous variable

ojt denotes that presumed state at time t, receiving 1 in the presumed state

and zero otherwise. This score evaluates to 7%, which indicates a high level

of model state prediction accuracy.

BS =
1

T

T∑

t=1

N∑

j=1

(ξ0jt − ojt)2 (24)
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Table 3: State Israel GDP Rate of Growth Probability Transition Matrix

S0
t−1

Low Stable High

S0
t

Low 0.52 0.13 0.53

Stable 0.19 0.63 0.20

High 0.29 0.24 0.28

Figure 4: Initial publication (k=0) of the GDP Rate of Growth Process

(ykt ) and State Probability (max
j
ξkjt, where j={low,stable,high}) for each time

period
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5.3 Updating Current GDP Publication to Next Re-

vision

An example of a prediction intervals can be seen in Figure 5, where the cur-

rent publication of the GDP includes the initial release of 2014Q1. The initial

release of 2014Q1 is estimated to have a prediction intervals of (1.99%,2.32%)

and (1.69%,2.61%) with 50% and 80% coverage probability respectively in

the upcoming publication. The previous quarters prediction intervals are

estimated with respect to their vintage, i.e. 2013Q4 at maturity 4, 2013Q3

maturity 7 and so on. Table 4 presents all the estimates and prediction in-

tervals from 2013Q1-2014Q1 and how many revisions each quarter has had

up to this date.

Figure 5: Current GDP Publication and Upcoming Release Revision Range
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5.4 Out of Sample Testing

An out of sample test was conducted to measure the ability of the algorithm

to correctly identify the bounds of an upcoming revision. The algorithm was

applied to an expanding window from 2011Q4 to 2014Q1 in which the input
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Table 4: Current GDP Publication and Upcoming Release Revision Range

Publication Quarter Current GDP Upcoming Revision

Number 10% 25% 75% 90%

13 2013Q1 2.35% 2.32% 2.33% 2.37% 2.38%

10 2013Q2 4.42% 4.34% 4.41% 4.53% 4.58%

7 2013Q3 1.95% 1.79% 1.95% 2.01% 2.14%

4 2013Q4 2.88% 2.6% 2.71% 3.02% 3.1%

1 2014Q1 2.13% 1.69% 1.99% 2.32% 2.61%

was the initial publication of the GDP for each quarter. The algorithm was

set to create the bounds for the initial revision of the relevant quarter. The

measure used for procedure performance is the percent of actual data points

that fall within the estimated prediction intervals. In addition a similar

measure was calculated for the third future revision, this was done to see if the

algorithm could cover up to three months of future GDP publication which

are closer to “true” GDP. As can be seen from Table 5 in the first revision

estimation the 50% coverage correctly identified the upcoming revision 70%

of the time and the 80% coverage correctly identified 80% of the future first

revisions. Regarding the third revision the 50% and 80% coverage correctly

identified 66% and 78% respectively.

Table 5: Percent of Future GDP Publications in the Prediction Intervals

Prediction Interval

[25%-75%] [10%-90%]

First Revision 70% 80%

Third Revision 66.67% 77.78%
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Figure 6 shows the out of sample estimation over the expanding window

in the left panel, and the distribution of the prediction interval size in the

right panel. We can see that the 50% prediction interval covers the future

GDP revisions and that the prediction intervals are tight, i.e. 0.35% for the

50% coverage and 0.95% for the 80% coverage (annualized median growth

rate).

Figure 6: Out of Sample One Step Ahead GDP Revision
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6 Conclusion

This paper describes a methodology to generate a prediction intervals for

stochastic processes that are continuously revised. This process is character-

ized as asynchronous, in that random variables in the sequence are revised at

each time period, whereas new random variables are added to the sequence

at a lower frequency. This creates two levels of uncertainty in the process:

the uncertainty between the random variables in the process and uncertainty
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pertaining to a given random variable which is dependent on the state of the

overall process and its maturity since initial estimation.

We proposed in this paper a method to estimate the revision uncertainty

with the goal to generate an asymmetrical prediction interval of an upcoming

revision of a currently published activity period. These intervals are a func-

tion of the state of the process rate of growth. To estimate which state the

rate of growth is in at each time point a three-state hidden Markov model

was defined.

A case study was conducted on the official publication of the Israel Gross

Domestic Product (GDP). We estimated the prediction intervals of the up-

coming revision to the current CBS publication of the GDP. This interval

characterizes the upper and lower percentiles based on revision distributions

from the vintage GDP. It is found that there is a significant difference in the

size and sign of revisions dependent on the state of the GDP growth rate.

More specifically, when the initial GDP publication is in a low growth quar-

ter, the quarter is overestimated and subsequent revisions lower the GDP,

and conversely when the initial GDP publication is in a high growth quar-

ter the quarter is underestimated and the subsequent revisions increase the

GDP. This finding was implemented into the calculation of the estimated

revision and its prediction interval.

We conclude that this technique constitutes an improvement upon the

current point estimates of GDP and GDP growth serving as an input in the

assessment of economic activity affecting the monetary policy stance because

it provides in addition to this point estimate a prediction interval for the

range of fluctuation of the growth rate allowing a more reliable assessment

of the strength of economic activity. This is approach is novel in comparison

current structural models used in leading central banks to estimate confidence
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intervals of revisions through the Kalman filter.

This model framework can be applied to the nowcasting of the GDP.

Since the early 2000s the ability to predict the growth rate of an economy

within quarter utilizing high frequency data has become common place in

major central banks (USA, Canada, Israel, Europe). Usually the nowcast is

deployed roughly a month prior to the official publication giving the mon-

etary committees flash estimates of the economic output. These estimates

frame the outlook of the committee when deciding on the interest rate up-

dates. When interpreting and using the predictions calculated a very large

weight is put on the point estimate. The uncertainty is again implied but

not estimated. Since the nowcast GDP consists of one out of sample esti-

mate and is by construction an estimated fit of the actual GDP we can safely

assume that the same properties of the actual GDP is found in the nowcast

series. Continuing this line we can then apply the prediction interval method-

ology to the nowcast estimate. This application enhances our estimate and

improves the horizon of its effectiveness, where instead of gaining 4 weeks

on the official publication we are able to gain estimate 16 weeks using the

prediction intervals.
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Figure 7: Revision Decay Analysis
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7 Appendix

7.1 Revision Decay

The revision decay rate was estimated using the seasonally adjusted GDP

vintage series 2005m9-2013m8, encompassing the historical monthly series
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until the change of seasonal adjustment of the GDP known as SNA2013.

The trimmed (+/-10%) standard deviation of each GDP revision was calcu-

lated. This can be seen in the first row of Figure 7 along with a loess fit for

to visualize a linear decay. When looking at the long term horizon of the

revisions one can see that the standard deviation increases once again after

60 revisions (approximately five years after initial release), this is taken as a

technical noise due to seasonal adjustments and not new data to the system.

The following analysis is done using the first 60 revisions in the vintage GDP

data.

To find the horizon length when the standard deviation becomes sta-

ble a rolling mean with a 12 period window was calculated to smooth the

trimmed standard deviation. Where after the difference between two consec-

utive rolling windows was calculated, ∆sd(Yt∗). Finally a rolling regression

with a window of 25 periods was applied to test when the slope is not sig-

nificantly different from zero, we identify the stabilization of the standard

deviation when this occurs.

We found that the slope coefficient is not significantly different from zero

at window 7 which corresponds to rolling mean windows 7-31. Taking into

account the 12 period rolling mean, this gives the time period of 18-42 re-

visions on the original time scale. The vertical dashed blue line is used as

a visual aid to locate these time intervals in Figure 7. One can conclude

that up to 42 revisions after the initial publication are needed for the GDP

revision to stabilize.
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4. REGULARIZATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF LINEAR

MIXED MODELS VIA THE ELASTIC NET PENALTY WITH

APPLICATION TO THE GOOD JUDGMENT PROJECT

Status: This chapter was submitted to a peer-review journal and is currently

under review. “Supplemental R package CRAN documentation” is given following

the main text of the chapter.
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Abstract

Advances in the field of model selection and prediction via regu-

larization has forged the ability of a variety of disciplines to classify

and model large-scale data. Widely used methods which apply penal-

ties in classification are the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection

Operator (LASSO), the Adaptive LASSO and the Elastic Net. These

methods have predominately been used to classify problems of Gen-

eralized Linear Models (GLM) in which the dependency of the covari-

ance structure is assumed to be independent. This assumption is not

commonly met in practical data and the ability to model such depen-

dencies is integral in fitting the data correctly, such data is modeled

using Linear Mixed Models (LMM). Recent research applying LASSO

and Adaptive LASSO to LMM’s has produced promising initial re-

sults of identifying both the random and fixed effects found in data,

proving both consistency and an oracle optimality. However, an inher-

ent drawback to those variable selection methods is their performance

under high correlation between covariates. To overcome this we in-

troduce the Elastic Net penalty to LMM selection. This penalty has

been found to reduce the prediction error in data with high correlation

between variables; such a characteristic can be utilized in more com-

plex data designs while optimizing the LMM problem. Findings are

tested through simulations and a case study using data accumulated in

an longitudinal study where probabilistic forecasts are derived from

crowd sentiment. The data structure consists of repeated measures

and a large number of fixed and random covariates.
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1 Introduction

Generalized Linear Mixed models (GLMM) Breslow and Clayton (1993) have

been applied in a variety of fields to study data designs with between-subject

variation. Such designs include longitudinal, repeated measures and clustered

data and have been studied thoroughly in the low dimension setting, e.g.,

Bates (2010) and Searle et al. (1992). In these settings the linear predictor

contains in addition to fixed effects, found in Generalized Linear Models

(GLM), latent random effects which capture the unique design pertaining

to the data. These random effects usually are assumed to have a centered

parametric distribution belonging to the exponential family.

Advances in the field of model selection and prediction via regularization,

using different penalty terms, has forged the ability of a variety of disciplines

to classify and model large-scale data. Widely used methods which apply

penalties in classification are the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection

Operator (LASSO), Tibshirani (1996), the Adaptive LASSO, Zou (2006b),

and the Elastic Net, Zou and Hastie (2005). These methods have predom-

inately been used to classify problems of GLM, Friedman et al. (2010) and

Van de Geer (2008), in which the dependency of the covariance structure is

assumed to be independent. This assumption in practical data is not com-

monly met and the ability to model such dependencies is integral in fitting

the data correctly, such data is modeled using Linear Mixed Models (LMM)

and GLMMs.

Recent research Bondell et al. (2010) a modified Adaptive LASSO (M-

ALASSO), smoothly clipped absolute deviation (SCAD) to LMMs and have

produced results of identifying both the random and fixed effects found in

data, proving both consistency and an oracle optimality. Model selection

within the generalized linear mixed models framework has been discussed
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in Schelldorfer et al. (2011), Fan and Li (2012), Groll and Tutz (2014), Hui

et al. (2016b) and Ibrahim et al. (2011). Schelldorfer et al. (2011) and Groll

and Tutz (2014) have a drawback that only fixed effects are selected, while

Ibrahim et al. (2011) apply either the SCAD or the ALASSO to each effect.

Hui et al. (2016b) allow for greater flexibility for different penalty types on

the fixed and random effects. It is noteworthy that Ibrahim et al. (2011)

tune each penalty term to a different value through the introduction of the

IC(q) criterion, a characteristic not found in the other methods.

This paper proposes a new penalty called the linear mixed model Elastic

Net, LMMEN, which is better suited for regularization in highly correlated

data. The LMMEN allows for regularization of both the sparsity (`1 norm)

and grouping (`2 norm) for the fixed and random effects separately. We

believe that this method will allow to better capture the design of real world

data when modeling with LMMs. Through simulations and case study we

find that the LMMEN out performs comparative methods in three major

areas: highly correlated fixed effects data structures, high dimensionality in

the fixed effects, i.e. p >> n, selection of random effects when the dimension

of the covariance matrix is large.

In the following sections of the paper review the basic structure of the

Linear Mixed Effects Model 2, the reparameterization of the LMM to allow

for penalization of the random effects 3, define the LMMEN penalty 4, prove

asymptotic properties of the penalized model 6, define and analyze simula-

tions comparing the LMMEN to various methods 7, discuss a case study in

which the LMMEN is applied to real data 8 and end with discussions 9
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2 Model

The GLMM is defined as having m subjects in the sample. For the ith

subject the response variable is denoted as yij for the jth observation, where

j = 1 . . . ni and let N =
∑m

i=1 ni. The training data X can be defined as two

groups of covariates: the fixed effects covariates vector denoted as xij with

dimensions p×1 and the random effects covariates vector denoted as zij with

dimensions q × 1.

yij are assumed to be conditionally independent given the subject-specific

random effects, b̃i, with a conditional mean E[yij|b̃i] = µij and a conditional

variance var(yij|b̃i) = %ω−1ij ν(µij). Where % is a positive dispersion param-

eter, ωij is a pre-specified weight, and ν(·) is the variance function. The

relationship between µij to X is defined as

g(µij) = x′ijβ + z′ij b̃i,

where g(·) is a strictly increasing link function, β is the fixed effects coefficient

vector for x and bi is the subject-specific random effects for z. yij are assumed

to be independent and of the form yij|bi ∼ Fy and b̃i is assumed to be of the

form bi ∼ Fb. The distributions Fy and Fb are predominately assumed to be

normal, i.e.:

Fy ∼ N(µij, %ω
−1
ij ν(µij))

Fb̃ ∼ N(0,D(ψ)),

where ψ is a q× 1 vector of variance components in the covariance matrix of

the random effects D. Under the identity link function with normal distri-

bution we define the LMM

yi = x′ijβ + z′ij b̃i + εi,

εi ∼ N(0, σ2Ini).
(1)
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McCulloch et al. (2011) state that distribution specification may be affected

by basic characteristics of the random effects distribution, such as depen-

dence on a covariate or the cluster sample size. For example, the mean or

variance of Fb̃ depends on a covariate. When the mean of the random effects

distribution depends on a covariate, a fundamental relationship is introduced

between the covariate and the distribution, potentially creating a serious bias

in estimating the form of the relationship between the covariate and the out-

come. Heagerty and Kurland (2001) show that the impact of highly unequal

variances can lead to substantial bias. Such bias from distribution specifica-

tion can cause unintended inference when testing between and within cluster

covariates.

Schelldorfer et al. (2011) defined the GLMMLASSO, which solves the log

likelihood of the LMM problem via a coordinate gradient descent method

based on integral approximation (Laplace approximation) and submit the

approximated function to numerical optimization. The advantage of integral

approximation methods is to provide an actual objective function for opti-

mization, which enables one to perform likelihood ratio tests among nested

models and to compute likelihood-based fit statistics. The disadvantage of

these methods is the difficulty of accommodating crossed random effects and

multiple subject effects, and the inability to accommodate residual effect co-

variance structures, or even only residual effect over-dispersion. Moreover,

the number of random effects should be small for integral approximation

methods to be practically feasible. This disadvantage could potentially in-

hibit the estimation of random effects in a high dimensional data setting.

This characteristic is inherent in all the methods that are built to solve the

GLMM problem. The penalty term which is used on the approximated like-

lihood function is the L1 penalty. The algorithm proposed penalizes only
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the fixed effects in the model, thereby estimating the parameters {β, θ, %}
and predicting the random effects vector b using those estimates. The size of

the tuning parameter is calculated in two steps: first via the AIC criterion

to generate a relevant set of variables and secondly via the BIC criterion to

select the final set of active fixed effects which is an unbiased estimator of

degrees of freedom in linear models. Hui et al. (2016b) use a regularized

penalized quasi-likelihood (rPQL) approach, which also approximates the

marginal likelihood function, to simultaneously select fixed and random ef-

fects. Groll and Tutz (2014) attempt to solve a similar problem, but with the

emphasis on the fixed effects selection. They deploy a gradient ascent algo-

rithm in contrast to the coordinate gradient descent method in Schelldorfer

et al. (2011).

Fan and Li (2012) introduce a class of variable selection methods for the

fixed effects using a penalized profile likelihood, provided that the random

effects vector has a nonsingular covariance matrix. This penalized profile

likelihood is equivalent to the penalized quadratic loss function of fixed effects

readily found in penalized least squared methods, such as LARS Efron et al.

(2004). Random effects are selected under the constraint that the dimension

of the fixed effects is smaller than the sample size. They describe an iterative

solution for high dimensionality of both the fixed and random effect by which

of selecting the fixed effects using the penalized least squares by ignoring all

random effects to reduce the number of fixed effects to below sample size.

Then in the second step, with the selected fixed effects, they select random

effects and finally using the selected random effects refine the fixed effects

selections.

Bondell et al. (2010) apply linearization (Taylor expansion) to solve the

LMM which is more aptly suited in models with correlated errors, a large
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number of random effects, crossed random effects, and multiple types of

subjects. The disadvantages of this approach include the absence of a true

objective function for the overall optimization process and potentially bi-

ased estimates. The likelihood function is reparameterized via a modified

Cholesky decomposition of the random effects covariance structure Chen and

Dunson (2003). This augmentation allows for penalties on both the fixed and

random effects. The penalty used in the optimization is the Adaptive Lasso,

Zou (2006a), which allows for large amount of shrinkage applied to the zero-

coefficients while smaller amounts are used for the non-zero ones which then

results in an estimator with improved efficiency and selection properties. The

level of the tuning parameter is calculated using the BIC criterion.

The regularization penalty method we propose called the linear mixed

model elastic net (LMMEN) will extend the regularization characteristics

of Bondell et al. (2010) and Hui et al. (2016b). A shared characteristic

between the methods is the simultaneous selection fixed and random effects

through penalizing the fixed and random effects separately. Our extension

allows for greater flexibility by tuning multiple regularization parameters

simultaneously, instead of tuning a single penalty parameter value for both

effects. We will apply the Elastic Net penalty on both the fixed and random

effects estimates to allow for improved performance when there is a high level

of correlation among the fixed and random covariates.

The following table compares the different methods discussed and used in

the simulations to compare the proposed method. We focus on the different

type of penalties each method uses on the fixed and random effects, the crite-

ria used to tune the regularization parameters, what type of approximations

are used on the marginal likelihood function and if there is an R package

that accompanies the method.
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Model Research FE Penalty RE Penalty Tuning Criterion LogLik Approx. R Package

LMM
This Paper Elastic Net Elastic Net BIC None lmmen

Bondell et al. (2010) M-ALASSO M-ALASSO BIC None None

GLMM

Groll and Tutz (2014) LASSO None BIC Laplace glmmLasso

Schelldorfer et al. (2011) LASSO None AIC+BIC Laplace lmmlasso

Hui et al. (2016b)

LASSO group LASSO

BIC/IC(q) PQL rpqlALASSO group ALASSO

SCAD group SCAD

Ibrahim et al. (2011)
SCAD group SCAD

IC(q) Laplace None
ALASSO group ALASSO

Fan and Li (2012) SCAD group SCAD BIC Local Linear None

Table 1: Summary of methods to regularize linear mixed models and gen-

eralized linear mixed models. The comparative studies to this paper use

the LASSO, a variant of the Adaptive LASSO (ALASSO, M-ALASSO) , or

smoothly clipped absolute deviation (SCAD) as the fixed effects (FE) penal-

ties. All but one use the grouped extension of the FE penalty as the random

effects (RE) penalty, only Bondell et al. (2010) use an grouping penalty on

the RE. This paper uses the Elastic Net penalty to capture correlation char-

acteristics between the variables.

3 Reparameterization of the Generalized Lin-

ear Mixed Model

This paper will utilize the reparameterization of the LMM model initially

defined in Chen and Dunson (2003), and used in Bondell et al. (2010) and

Ibrahim et al. (2011). The Cholesky decomposition is readily used to facili-

tate the estimtion of the covariance matrix of the random effects. The main

drawback of the Cholesky decomposition when applied to feature selection is

that random effects can not be eliminated. This is a result of the fact that the

covariance matrix depends on all of these parameters from the decomposition.

Reparameterization offers a simple design which regularization penalties can
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be easily applied to the fixed and random effects simultaneously, thus giving

the ability to remove parameters from the random effects covariance matrix.

The covariance matrix of the random effects D is factorized as follows:

D = ΛΓΓ′Λ, (2)

where Λ = diag(d1, . . . , dq) is a q × q non-negative diagonal matrix with

elements proportional to standard deviations of the random effects, and Γ is

a lower triangular matrix that relates to the correlations among the random

effects with the (l,m) elements denoted γlm. The elements of Λ are defined as

possibly equal zero, thus enabling a subset of random effects to be selected.

Λ and Γ are identifiable due to the assumption that:

dl ≥ 0, γll = 1, and γlr = 0, for l = 1, . . . , q; r = l + 1, . . . , q. (3)

Applying the modified decomposition (2) to the LMM model (1) the repa-

rameterized LMM is defined, where the covariance matrix of bi is a function

of Λ,Γ:

yi = X ′iβ +Z ′iΛΓbi + εi. (4)

yi is assumed to have been centered and predictors standardized, such that

X ′iXi and Z ′iZi represent correlation matrices, and bi = (bi1 . . . biq)
′ is a q×1

vector of independent N(0, σ2Iq). The covariance matrix of b̃i is a function

of d = (d1 . . . dq)
′, and q(q − 1)/2 free elements of Γ. Finally defining φ =

(β′,d′,γ ′)′ as a k×1 vector of unknown parameters, where k = p+q(q+1)/2.

4 Simultaneous Variable Selection and Esti-

mation via Regularization Penalties

The Adaptive LASSO has been used as the penalty function on the modified

LMM by Bondell et al. (2010) due to its oracle qualities. Although, there are
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drawbacks to its use, the primary disadvantage is that candidate covariates

correlated to variables chosen in the active set are dropped from the final

solution. This characteristic has been found to be a drawback in large scale

data with grouped covariates. Moreover, when solving the likelihood of the

LMM we can see that the fixed and random effects are dependent.

L(φ|y, b) = −N +mq

2
log(σ2)− 1

2σ2
(||y−Z(Im⊗Λ)(Im⊗Γ)b−Xβ||2+b′b),

(5)

with ⊗ denoting the Kronecker product, Z is a block diagonal matrix of Zi,

Im is the identity matrix of dimension m, and φ = (β′,d′,γ ′)′.

To overcome these issues we apply a variation on the Elastic Net penalty

to the reparameterized likelihood function , equation (5), derived in Bondell

et al. (2010). The standard Elastic Net penalty denoted as P , Friedman et al.

(2010), is designed to be applied on a fixed effects model where only β is pe-

nalized, as seen in (6) below. In this formulation the problem of collinearity is

addressed (L2 penalty) in conjunction with shrinkage of redundant variables

(L1 penalty).

β̂ = arg min
β∈Rp+1

[
1

2N

N∑

i=1

(yi −X ′iβ)2 + P (β)

]

P (β) = λ2
∑

j∈P
β2
j + λ1

∑

j∈P
|βj|.

(6)

We augment (6), while keeping the overall structure and characteristics of

the Elastic Net, i.e., the quadratic structure in the L2 penalty. The reparam-

eterization of the LMM allows the penalty function, P̃ (β, d), to be dependent

on both the fixed and random effects in the model.

In addition, correlated random effects can be included in the final model

selection, whereas in the Adaptive LASSO settings this was not possible, thus

overcoming the problematic testing of simultaneous random effects, Chen
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and Dunson (2003). The objective function of the LMMEN is defined as the

following:

Q(φ|y, b) = ‖y −ZΛΓb−Xβ‖2 + P̃ (β,d)

P̃ (β,d) = λf2
∑

i∈P
β2
i + λr2

∑

j∈Q
d2j + λf1

∑

i∈P
|βi|+ λr1

∑

j∈Q
|dj|.

(7)

Where P̃ and Q(φ) denote the penalty applied to the likelihood and the

penalized log-likelihood. When the final model is not a mixed effects model,

but either a fixed effects or random effects model then the original form of

P (β) is applied.

5 Tuning Parameters Selection

As with all penalized likelihood methods performance depends directly on

being able to choose the appropriate value of the tuning parameters. As seen

in equation 7 the penalty P̃ (β,d) contains four regularization parameters

that need to be tuned. This is a departure from other methods such as

Bondell et al. (2010), Groll (2017), Schelldorfer et al. (2011) that tune a

single penalty parameter, and Hui et al. (2016a) and Ibrahim et al. (2011)

that tune two penalty parameters one for each type of effect. The former

papers use the BIC or an iterative method between AIC and BIC as their

tuning criterion, and the latter use predominately the IC(q) criterion to tune

the two parameters simultaneously. In this paper we chose to use the BIC, it

is known that for a typical linear regression model, it is well understood that

the traditional best subset selection method with the BIC can identify the

true model consistently Shao (1997), Shi and Tsai (2002). The BIC criterion

is defined as in Bondell et al. (2010)

BIC(λf1 ,λr1,λ
f
2 ,λ

r
2)

= −2L(φ̂) + log(N)× df(λf1 ,λr1,λf2 ,λr2). (8)
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L(φ̂) is obtained from L(φ) using the estimate φ̂ obtained from the value

of the set
(
λf1 , λ

r
1, λ

f
2 , λ

r
2

)
. The degrees of freedom are taken as the number

of non-zero elements in φ̂. The minimal BIC is found through the follow-

ing method: The penalty ranges of
(
λf1 , λ

r
1, λ

f
2 , λ

r
2

)
are split into discrete

sequences, creating a four dimensional grid to search upon. While holding

a subset of three penalties constant, the golden section line search , Kiefer

(1953), is applied evaluate L(φ̂) to the target penalty sequence. This is

done to each penalty in succession until convergence to the minimal BIC.

While this is computationally intensive, the flexibility in selecting specific

combinations has higher priority for this research.

6 Asymptotics

Assume that the data {(Xi,Zi,yi); i = 1...m} is a random sample of m

subjects from a linear mixed-effects model with a probability density function

f(yi|Xi,Zi,φ). Let yi be an ni × 1 response measurements for subject i,

Xi be an ni × p design matrix of explanatory variables, and Zi be an ni × q
design matrix of random effects.

Building upon the asymptotic derivation in Bondell et al. (2010), we

relax the assumption of m > p and m > q, which is a low dimensional

problem in both fixed and random effects to m < p and m > q which is

a high dimensional setting for the fixed effects and a low dimensional for

the random effects. In the following theorems we prove that the LMMEN

penalized likelihood estimator can identify the true model with probability

tending to one, under high dimensional fixed effects conditions.

Let φ = (β′,d′,γ ′)′ be a vector of size k × 1, where β ∈ Rp, d ∈ Rq

and γ is of the dimension q(q−1)
2

. p = mα is the number of fixed effects, and
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q = mδ the number of the random effects to be estimated. Then number of

free elements in the covariance matrix of the random effects, Φ, is q(q−1)
2

.

In Bondell et al. (2010) the hyperparameters satisfy α < 1 and δ < 1

giving a setup of m > p, m > q. The total number of unknown hyper

parameters is k = p+ q(q+1)
2
� m. In this paper we are letting α > 1 , δ < 1

giving a framework of m < p , m > q, i.e. a high-dimensional problem. The

total number of unknown parameters that are estimated in this framework

is k = mα + mδ(mδ+1)
2

� m.

Let Li(φ) = log(f(yi|Xi,Zi,φ)) denote the contribution of observation

i to the log-likelihood function, given by:

Li(φ) = −1

2
log |Vi| −

1

2
(yi −Xiβ)′V −1i (yi −Xiβ), (9)

where Vi = σ2(ZiΛΓΓ′ΛZi + Ini). Denoting the true value of φ as

φ0 = (ϕ10, . . . , ϕk0)
′ = (φ′10,φ

′
20)
′,

where φ10 = (β′10,d
′
10,γ

′
10)
′ is an s × 1 vector whose components are non-

zero and φ20 are the (k − s) remaining components of φ0 such that φ20 =

0. Accordingly, let φ = (φ′1,φ
′
2)
′. To present the theorems the following

regularity conditions are imposed:

C1 The Fisher information matrix I(φ10) knowing φ20 = 0 is finite and

positive definite.

C2 There exists an open subset Θ of Rk, containing the true parameter

φ0 such that Li(φ) given in (9) admits all third order derivatives,

which are continuous and bounded. There exists a finite mean function

Mjlm(yi,Xi,Zi) such that

∣∣∣∣
∂3

∂β∂ϕl∂ϕm
Li(φ)

∣∣∣∣ < M(yi,Xi,Zi).
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We have:

Theorem 1. Let φ0 = (φ′10,0
′)′, and the observations follow the LMM model

satisfying conditions C1 and C2. If wmP̃ (β,d) → 0, (λf1 + λr1)
√
s/mwm →

0, (λf2 + λr2)/m → 0, and (λf2 + λr2)s/mwm → 0, then there exists a local

maximizer φ̂ =


φ̂1

0


 of Q






φ̂1

0





 such that φ̂1 is wm consistent for

φ10.

Theorem 2. Let the observations follow the LMM model satisfying condi-

tions C1 and C2. If {λf1 , λf2} → ∞ and {λr1, λr2} → ∞ then with probability

tending to 1 for any given φ1 satisfying ||φ1 − φ10||1 ≤ Mm−1/2 and some

constant M > 0,

Q






 φ1

0





 = max

||φ2||1≤Mm−1/2
Q






 φ1

φ2





 .

7 Simulations

Simulation testing the model selection performance were carried out on five

scenarios. In each scenario 200 data sets were simulated from a multivariate

normal density.

yi ∼ N(Xiβ, σ
2(ZiΨZ

′
i + Ini)) (10)

The true values of (β1, β2) = (1, 1), and the true variance covariance matrix

Ψ =




9 4.8 0.6

4.8 4 1

0.6 1 1


 (11)

The parameterization of the five scenarios are defined in Table 2.
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Scenario
Total Obs. Subjects Obs per subject Fixed Effects (real) Random Effects (real)

Attribute
N m ni p q

1 150 30 5 9 (2) 4 (3) baseline

2 600 60 10 9 (2) 4 (3) +(N ↑)
3 300 60 5 9 (2) 10 (3) +(N ↑, q ↑)
4 600 60 10 9 (3) 4 (3) +(N ↑, ρβ > 0)

5 150 30 5 200 (20) 4 (3) +(p >> N)

Table 2: Simulation Scenarios in which Scenario 1 is the baseline and each

successive scenario builds upon the baseline in a characteristic of interest.

Scenario 2 evaluates a larger sample size, Scenario 3 evaluates a larger sam-

ple size and more nuisance random effects, Scenario 4 evaluates a larger

sample size and correlation between the fixed effect covariates and Scenario

5 evaluates a setting in which there are more fixed effects covariates than

total observations.

LMMEN is compared to M-ALASSO Bondell et al. (2010), the R packages

that solve: glmmLasso Groll (2017), lmmlasso Schelldorfer (2011) and rPQL

Hui et al. (2016a) which implements the SCAD1 penalty PQL approximation

of the GLMM marginal likelihood function. In all the methods we used the

BIC criterion to select the final model in each simulation.

The first three scenarios are taken from Bondell et al. (2010), where the

true model under consideration in scenarios 1 and 2 is defined as model (12a)

and scenario 3 where X = Z as model (12b).

yij = bi1 + β1xij1 + β2xij2 + bi2Zij1 + bi3Zij2 + εij εij ∼ N(0, 1) (12a)

yij = bi1 + (β1 + bi2)xij1 + bi3Xij3 + εij εij ∼ N(0, 1) (12b)

We add two new scenarios to test LMMEN under situations of correlation

1The SCAD hyper parameter is set to a=3.7 Fan and Li (2001)
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in the fixed effects covariates and when there is a high dimension problem in

the fixed effects (p >> n).

Scenario 4 tests the model performance under settings that high corre-

lation between fixed variables exists. We extend scenario 2 by replacing X3

with a linear combination of X1,X2 such that, X3 = wX1 + (1 − w)X2 + ε

where ε ∼ N(0, τ). This introduces high correlation in the first three fixed

effects, in this setting the LASSO and Adaptive Lasso discard one of these

fixed effects thus rendering the model selection inferior. This scenario was

found to be beyond the limitations of the glmmlasso and the rPQL packages.

Scenario 5 tests the performance in high dimension settings. The number

of fixed effects is increased to 200 and the first 20 are real parameters while

the remainder 180 are nuisance, the random effects remain as in the previous

scenarios. This scenario can only be run under LMMEN since the initial

values are not calculated using the solution of an unpenalized mixed model,

as in the other methods.

Tables 3, 4, 5 depict the summary statistics of each parameter estimated

within each scenario, where the fixed effects are in Tables 3, 4 and the stan-

dard deviations of the random effects are in Table 5. The first three scenarios

the real fixed effects are chosen consistently in all the method, where nui-

sance parameters are chosen with higher regularity. We also notice that the

LMMEN and the M-ALASSO coefficient estimates are comparatively under-

estimated. Scenario 4 we see that LMMEN out performs the other methods

by estimating the real parameters including the β3 which is the linear com-

bination of the first two. As expected the other methods discards on of the

three parameters due to the use of only `1 penalty. Scenario 5 shows that

the LMMEN estimates all real parameters to an weighted average of 0.2 and

sets the nuisance to zero on average. In the random effects selection we see
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that the LMMEN bias in the estimation of the variance components increases

with higher variance levels. The glmmLasso, lmmlasso and the rPQL with

the SCAD penalty in showed diminished ability to set nuisance parameters

to zero.

Table 6 shows the percent of variables correctly selected for the whole

model, only the fixed effects and only the random effects for each scenario.

This analysis was carried out in two settings, the first summarizes is if the

real parameters are a subset of the final model, this is denoted as ‘subset’,

and a stricter summary if only the real parameters were chosen in the final

model, denoted as ‘oracle’. In the subset analysis the real parameters are

selected at high levels in all methods in the first two scenarios. In scenario

4 results seem positive for the lmmlasso, but when cross referencing the es-

timated values in Table 3 we see that while all variables are included beta3

is very close to zero on average in both the lmmlasso and the M-ALASSO,

thereby making it’s inclusion less relevant. In the final scenario all the real

parameters were in the final model 0% of the simulations, this is due to the

large amount of fixed effects that were included, while their coefficient esti-

mates were on average 0.2. The oracle analysis shows that correctly selecting

only the real parameters is a much more difficult task and the LMMEN and

the M-ALASSO outperformed the other methods in the first three scenarios,

in scenario 4 the LMMEN out performed the M-ALASSO, while the lmmen

selected the correct parameters, but with near zero coefficient values.

8 Case Study

The LMMEN penalty was tested on high dimensional panel data accumu-

lated as part the Good Judgment Project within the Aggregative Contingent
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Scenario Method β̂1 β̂2 β̂3 β̂4 β̂5 β̂6 β̂7 β̂8 β̂9

1

glmmLasso
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.91,1.06) (0.93,1.06) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

LMMEN
0.8 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.48,0.92) (0.50,0.93) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

lmmlasso
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.92,1.07) (0.93,1.06) (-0.07,0.07) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

M-ALASSO
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.88,1.04) (0.91,1.05) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

rPQL
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.90,1.13) (0.89,1.09) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

2

glmmLasso
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.98,1.03) (0.97,1.03) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

LMMEN
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.93,1.00) (0.92,1.00) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

lmmlasso
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.98,1.03) (0.97,1.03) (-0.02,0.03) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

M-ALASSO
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.93,1.00) (0.93,0.99) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

rPQL
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.97,1.03) (0.96,1.03) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

3

LMMEN
0.8 0 0.9 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.56,0.96) (0,0.01) (0.86,1.01) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

lmmlasso
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.82,1.19) (-0.09,0.11) (0.95,1.06) (-0.05,0.06) (-0.05,0.06) (-0.06,0.05) (-0.06,0.05) (-0.07,0.05) (-0.05,0.07)

M-ALASSO
0.8 0 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.75,0.92) (0,0) (0.75,0.89) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

rPQL
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.74,1.17) (0,0) (0.90,1.09) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

4

LMMEN
0.2 0.2 0.6 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0,0.46) (0,0.49) (0.35,0.84) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

lmmlasso
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.98,1.03) (0.97,1.03) (-0.01,0.02) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

M-ALASSO
0.9 0.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0.40,0.97) (0.52,0.99) (0,1.07) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

Table 3: Scenarios 1-4 summary statistics of fixed effects selection. Each

column represents a coefficient and rows are grouped by scenario. In each

cell there is the mean value of the estimate and underneath the lower and

upper quantile of the estimated coefficient. Not all methods were able to run

on scenarios 3,4 due to package constraints relevant to the method.

Estimation (ACE) Program 2. The aim of this program is “to dramatically

enhance the accuracy, precision, and timeliness of forecasts for a broad range

2Sponsored by the U.S. Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA).
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Scenario Method

5 LMMEN

β̂1 β̂2 β̂3 β̂4 β̂5 β̂6 β̂7 β̂8 β̂9 β̂10

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

(0,0.34) (0,0.25) (0,0.38) (0,0.27) (0,0.41) (0,0.39) (0,0.33) (0,0.30) (0,0.32) (0,0.36)

β̂11 β̂12 β̂13 β̂14 β̂15 β̂16 β̂17 β̂18 β̂19 β̂20

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

(0,0.41) (0,0.25) (0,0.34) (0,0.4) (0,0.33) (0,0.26) (0,0.34) (0,0.37) (0,0.33) (0,0.39)

β̂21−200

0

(0,0)

Table 4: Scenario 5 summary statistics of fixed effects selection. Due to the

large dimension of real fixed effects estimated the values are wrapped in a

ribbon and the nuisance parameters are grouped together to save space. In

each cell there is the mean value of the estimate and underneath the lower

and upper quantile of the estimated coefficient. Not all methods were able

to run on scenarios 5 due to package constraints relevant to the method.

of event types, through the development of advanced techniques that elicit,

weight, and combine the judgments of many intelligence analysts.”. The

study is characterized as a longitudinal study where probabilistic forecasts

are derived from crowd sentiment.

The Good Judgment team recruited approximately 3,000 users in the

first year, which varied in ‘expertise’ and randomly assign them to 3 training

groups. These training groups are classified as:

• A: Control No training

• B: Probability Trained to use probabilistic techniques to compare

classes and base rates of the occurrence of events, average across expert

opinions and assume that long term trends are consistent.

• C: Scenario Trained to break down initial assumption to it’s causal

drivers, build confidence intervals and worst case scenarios and combine
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Scenario Method d̂1 d̂2 d̂3 d̂4 d̂5 d̂6 d̂7 d̂8 d̂9 d̂10

1

glmmLasso
3 2 1 0.3

(2.70,3.19) (1.78,2.18) (0.86,1.08) (0.27,0.37)

LMMEN
2.2 1.6 0.8 0

(1.98,2.36) (1.43,1.74) (0.66,0.93) (0,0)

lmmlasso
3 2 1 0.2

(2.69,3.15) (1.82,2.21) (0.87,1.09) (0.08,0.24)

M-ALASSO
2.8 1.9 0.9 0

(2.59,3.01) (1.67,2.07) (0.79,1.02) (0,0)

rPQL
2.4 2 0.5 0.2

(2.16,2.68) (1.66,2.14) (0.25,0.75) (0.11,0.36)

2

glmmLasso
3 2 1 0.2

(2.82,3.17) (1.88,2.14) (0.93,1.06) (0.18,0.21)

LMMEN
1.8 1.4 0.9 0

(1.69,1.87) (1.31,1.49) (0.79,0.93) (0,0.09)

lmmlasso
3 2 1 0.1

(2.81,3.17) (1.88,2.14) (0.93,1.06) (0.03,0.09)

M-ALASSO
2.1 1.6 0.9 0

(2,2.21) (1.47,1.67) (0.81,0.94) (0,0)

rPQL
2.9 2 0.9 0.1

(2.75,3.08) (1.85,2.13) (0.80,0.97) (0.09,0.19)

3

LMMEN
1.9 1.4 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(1.79,2.12) (1.29,1.5) (0,0.71) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

lmmlasso
2.9 2 1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

(2.75,3.19) (1.88,2.14) (0.93,1.09) (0.07,0.25) (0.09,0.24) (0.11,0.28) (0.12,0.27) (0.12,0.24) (0.12,0.28) (0.12,0.27)

M-ALASSO
2.2 1.6 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(2.06,2.33) (1.52,1.74) (0.64,0.79) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

rPQL
2.2 1.8 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

(1.94,2.45) (1.64,2.02) (0.25,0.60) (0.09,0.3) (0.08,0.31) (0.09,0.31) (0.08,0.29) (0.08,0.29) (0.09,0.29) (0.07,0.27)

4

LMMEN
2.2 1.6 0.8 0

(1.98,2.39) (1.41,1.76) (0.63,0.93) (0,0)

lmmlasso
3 2 1 0.1

(2.81,3.17) (1.88,2.14) (0.93,1.06) (0.02,0.09)

M-ALASSO
2.5 1.7 0.8 0

(2.27,2.67) (1.55,1.83) (0.72,0.98) (0,0)

5 LMMEN
2.3 1.7 0 0

(1.99,2.47) (1.43,1.99) (0,0.69) (0,0)

Table 5: Scenarios 1-5 summary statistics of random effects selection. Each

column represents a coefficient and rows are grouped by scenario. In each

cell there is the mean value of the estimate and underneath the lower and

upper quantile of the estimated coefficient. Not all methods were able to run

on scenarios 3,4,5 due to package constraints relevant to the method.

assumptions through their causal drivers.

Within each training group there are 4 types of opinion polls in which a user
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Scenario Method C (subset) CF (subset) CR (subset) C (oracle) CF (oracle) CR (oracle)

1

glmmLasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.79 0.00

LMMEN 0.86 0.94 0.90 0.49 0.49 0.78

lmmlasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.07

M-ALASSO 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.49 0.49 0.98

rPQL 0.97 1.00 0.97 0.01 0.78 0.01

2

glmmLasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.87 0.00

LMMEN 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.29 0.29 0.45

lmmlasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.07

M-ALASSO 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.64 0.64 0.93

rPQL 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.85 0.00

3

LMMEN 0.65 0.96 0.68 0.19 0.19 0.67

lmmlasso 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00

M-ALASSO 0.54 0.54 0.98 0.47 0.47 0.77

rPQL 0.79 0.80 0.97 0.00 0.62 0.00

4

LMMEN 0.38 0.41 0.88 0.26 0.26 0.86

lmmlasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.07 1.00 0.07

M-ALASSO 0.07 0.07 0.98 0.04 0.04 0.94

5 LMMEN 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.23

Table 6: Scenarios 1-5 percentage of datasets with correctly selected param-

eters. Two types of selection criteria are summarized. The left hand side

(denoted as subset) checks if at least the real coefficients were selected and

the right hand side (denoted as oracle) checks if only the real variables were

chosen and no nuisance parameters. ‘C’ denotes correct for the overall model,

‘CF’ denotes correct fixed effects and ‘CR’ denotes correct random effects.

The cells contain the ratio of iterations that returned the correct values per

column head and method. Not all methods were able to run on scenarios

3,4,5 due to package constraints relevant to the method.

can be assigned. These groups are classified as:

• 1: Independent Requires forecasters to work independently.

• 2: Crowd Beliefs Forecasters see the distribution of the group’s fore-
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casts.

• 3: Prediction Markets3 System prices the bet by offering a contract

to the participant that will pay a fixed amount if and only if s/he is

correct.

• 4: Teamwork Groups of 20-25 forecasters who explain why they make

their forecasts, view the explanations of others, comment on them,

coordinate a division of labor and enforce group beliefs.

These opinion polls allow for different levels of interactions between the users

in each group. Thus making users randomly assigned to 12 groups. 75

active questions were opened over the first year. These questions had various

themes such as the future outcome of: financial turbulence, election results,

economic stability and diplomatic security, a full list of the questions can be

found in the Appendix B Table 7. Each user could answer an active question

at any time until the question was closed and resolved. This design is a

natural one for a repeated measures model with random effects, in which

the questions are designated as subjects with random intercepts and for each

group a random effect is estimated. In addition there are 40 fixed variables

that contain demographic, psychological and past performance information,

a full list of the variables can be found in the Appendix B Table 8. The data

tested was 100 random samples of 50 answers from 20 randomly sampled

questions, giving a block structure of 1,000 observations.

A model defined to predict weights to assign to each user per question

3This group has been omitted due to technical problems that arose during the first year

of the competition.
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and aggregating user outcome predictions to a group outcome prediction.

yi
1− yi

= x′ijβ + z′ijbi + εi,

εi ∼ N(0, σ2Ini).

(13)

where yi is the probability of each true outcome, β is the fixed effects coeffi-

cient vector for x and bi is the subject-specific random effects for z, which are

the (training::opinion poll) group designations for each forecaster. We define

ŵi as the predicted weight. The estimated weight is transformed to better

separate predictions that are in the middle the [0, 1], which indicates indeci-

sion and forecasts that are closer to extremes of the range. To achieve this

the weights are transformed by exponentiation w̃i = exp(ŵi) and truncated

to the 20th and 80th percentile of the estimated vector.

The LMMEN with specifications for the design structure will be com-

pared to the rPQL method with the SCAD penalty on both the fixed and

random effects. Both of the methods are suitable to the data structure to se-

lect relevant fixed effects and determine which training/opinion poll groups

have non-zero variance parameters. Additionally both methods share the

regularization characteristic of penalizing the fixed and random effects sepa-

rately, but the rPQL uses the same penalty value for both, while the LMMEN

allows for greater flexibility. Two levels of algorithm performance will be in-

vestigated, first is the model selection and second is the accuracy of the

aggregated predictions. The statistic which will be used to test performance

of the aggregated predictions is the Brier score. In this case study only bi-

nary events are taken under consideration and 6 questions are omitted under

this constraint. The Brier score equation is defined as

BS =
1

N

N∑

t=1

(ft − o)2,
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in which ft is the prediction at time t, o is the question outcome, and

N is the number of prediction instances. First we compare the fixed effect
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Figure 1: Model performance of LMMEN and rPQL with SCAD penalty

tested on 100 random samples of 1000 observations from the Good Judgment

study. Panel (a) compares the probabilistic forecast accuracy of the two

methods using the Brier Score as the loss function. Panel (b) compares the

distribution of fixed effects selection persistency between the two methods.

Panel (c) compares the distribution of random effects selection persistency

between the two methods.

covariate selection between the two algorithms as seen in panel (b) of Fig-

ure 1. It can be seen that the LMMEN produces a higher level of sparsity

than the rPQL with SCAD penalty and the variables chosen are persistent

in the simulation. The groups of users are assumed to be distributed nor-
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mally with a variation parameter. The results of random effects selection

can be found in panel (c) of Figure 1. In the LMMEN solution we see that

the variance estimate of groups {gr1B: Independent::Probability, gr1C: Inde-

pendent::Scenario, gr4A: Teamwork::Control, gr4B: Teamwork::Probability,

gr4C: Teamwork::Scenario} is equal to zero in a large percent of the simula-

tions, thus concluding that there is no difference between the user responses

in those groups, whereas in the rPQL solution there is a some random effects

selection but it does not have persistency among any of the groups.

The second level of performance investigated is the prediction accuracy.

The estimated non-zero covariates after selection are used to aggregate out of

sample user predictions of active questions. The results of the two selection

methods can be found in panel (a) of Figure 1. We see that the LMMEN

out performs the rPQL in nearly every question, the average Brier scores for

LMMEN and rPQL are .055 and .085 respectively.

9 Discussion

In the paper we have shown that fixed and random effects in high dimensional

linear mixed models can be simultaneously selected. This selection method

introduces the ability to select variables under conditions of multicollinearity

both in the fixed and random effects. This method, LMMEN, furthers current

variable selection of these models with the introduction of a ridge penalty

into the optimization.

It was found through simulations that this method correctly selects fixed

and random effects under sparse data designs. Simulations were carried out

under the Gaussian assumption for both the conditional distribution and

the distribution of the random effects. Further simulations are carried out
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which relax the assumption of the conditional distribution. We prove that

our penalized estimators identifies the true model with probability tending

to one, under high dimensional fixed effects conditions. When testing the

LMMEN in the case study the variable selection was more apparent both

in the fixed and random effects. The LMMEN gave further insight into the

characteristics of groups of users, where a subset of them were found not have

prediction difference within the groups. Finally, we show that the prediction

accuracy of the LMMEN model outperforms the rPQL with a SCAD penalty.

This paper applies the Brier Score (L2 loss) as the loss function to tune

the penalty parameters in the case study. One could calibrate the penalty

parameters to intraclass correlation (ICC) levels. The ICC is intrinsic to

random effects models, and is regularly used for evaluating the level of cor-

relation between different groups as defined by the model. Applying the

LMMEN while calibrating to minimize the ICC could be a vital tool for cor-

rectly selecting candidate random effects to model the data design and will

be assessed in future work.

10 Appendix: Proofs

For the penalized log-likelihood in (7), let φ = (φ′1,0
′)′ and let

L1(φ1) ≡ L






φ1

0





 and Q1(φ1) ≡ Q






φ1

0







denote the log-likelihood and the penalized log-likelihood of the first s com-

ponents of φ.

Proof Theorem 1. Consider the penalized log-likelihood Q(φ) given in (7)

in the neighborhood of the true value φ10. Let φ1 = φ10 + wmu, where

ωm = ωm,α = m−α, ∀α > 1, and u 6= 0. Setting φ2 = 0, we show that for a
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small enough ε > 0, there exists a large constant C such that for a sufficiently

large m,

P
(

sup
‖u‖=C

Q1(φ10 + wmu) < Q(φ10)
)
≥ 1− ε.

Thus, with probability 1 − ε the maximum is within the ball of radius

Cwm.

Note that

mDm(u) ≡ Q1(φ1)−Q1(φ10)

= −
[
L1(φ10 + wmu)− L1(φ10)

]

+ λf1
(
‖β0 + wmuβ‖1 − ‖β0‖1

)
+ λr1

(
‖d0 + wmud‖1 − ‖d0‖1

)

+ λf2
(
‖β0 + wmuβ‖22 − ‖β0‖22

)
+ λr2

(
‖d0 + wmud‖22 − ‖d0‖22

)
,

where we divided u to its natural components uβ ∈ Rp and ud ∈ Rq. Using

the Taylor series expansion we have

Dm(u)

= −wm(m−1∇L(φ10))
′u− w2

m

2m
u′[∇2L(φ10)]u+Rm

+m−1λf1
(
‖β0 + wmuβ‖1 − ‖β0‖1

)
+m−1λr1

(
‖d0 + wmud‖1 − ‖d0‖1

)

+m−1λf2
(
‖β0 + wmuβ‖22 − ‖β0‖22

)
+m−1λr2

(
‖d0 + wmud‖22 − ‖d0‖22

)
,

where ∇L(φ10),∇2L(φ10) denote the vector and matrix of the first and sec-

ond order partial derivatives of L(φ1) at φ10 respectively. ∇P̃ (β,d),∇2P̃ (β,d)

denote the first and second derivatives of the penalty term at (β0,d0). The

remainder Rn tends to zero as m → ∞ since, by C2, |Rm| can be bounded

by (
w3
m‖u‖32
6m

) m∑

i=1

M(yi,Xi,Zi) = OP (w3
m).
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The jth partial derivative for each corresponding β1, d1, γ1 the ∇L(φ10)

satisfies E
{

∂
∂βj
L(φ1)

}
= E

{
∂
∂dj
L(φ1)

}
= E

{
∂
∂γj
L(φ1)

}
= 0 and thus the

corresponding empirical means are Op(m
−1/2).

For ∇2L(φ10) we have

m−1∇2L(φ10)→p −I(φ10),

where I(φ10) is the Fisher information evaluated at φ10, which is positive def-

inite by (C1). By choosing a sufficiently large C, the second term dominates

the first term uniformly in ‖u‖ = C.

For the penalty term, if wmP̃ (β,d) → 0 as m → ∞ it follows that

P̃ (β,d) →p 0, and thus also dominated by the second term. The absolute

value of the penalty component of Dm(u) is bounded by

m−1wmλ
f
1‖uβ‖1 +m−1wmλ

r
1‖ud‖1 +m−1λf2

(
2wm‖β0‖2‖uβ‖2 + w2

m‖u0‖22
)

+m−1λr2
(
2wm‖d0‖2‖ud‖2 + w2

m‖ud‖22
)

≤ m−1wmC
(
λf1
√
s+ λr1

√
s+ λf2(2‖β0‖2 + wmC) + λr2(2‖d0‖2 + wmC)

)
.

which is dominated by the second term of Dm(u). Therefore, by choosing a

sufficiently large C there exists a local maximum inside {φ10 + wmu : ‖u‖ < C}
with probability 1 − ε, thus there exists a local maximizer φ̂ = (φ̂1, 0) of

φ0 = (φ1, 0) such that ‖φ̂1 − φ10‖ = Op(wm).

For the following proof we define φ = (β′, d′, γ′) as a k × 1 vector of

unknown parameters of size k = kβ + kd + kγ. Let φ2 = (β′2, d
′
2, γ
′
2) be a

vector of size k2 = k − s corresponding to the true zero parameters, given

k2 = kβ2 + kd2 + kγ2 . Reminding that we defined earlier that the likelihood

and the penalized log likelihood as

L(φ) = L






φ1

φ2





 and Q(φ) = Q






φ1

φ2





 .
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Proof Theorem 2. For m → ∞ and any φ1 : ||φ1 − φ10||1 ≤ Mm−1/2 and

for εm = Mm−1/2 and for each j = (s + 1), . . . , (kβ2 + kd2) we have with

probability tending to 1 that

∂

∂ϕj
Q(φ) < 0 for 0 < ϕj < εm (14)

∂

∂ϕj
Q(φ) > 0 for − εm < ϕj < 0

The partial derivative of Q(φ) with respect to ϕj is given by:

∂

∂ϕj
Q(φ) =

∂

∂ϕj
L(φ)− (λ1sgn(ϕj) + 2λ2ϕj) ,

noting that the penalty is dependent on whether ϕj is β or d.

One can verify (14) through the Taylor Series expansion of ∂
∂ϕj

L(φ) =

∂
∂ϕj

L(φ) around φ0:

∂

∂ϕj
Q(φ) =

∂

∂ϕj
L(φ0)−

k∑

l=1

∂

∂ϕl

(
∂

∂ϕj
L(φ0)

)
(ϕl − ϕl0) (15)

+
1

2

m∑

i=1

k∑

l=1

k∑

g=1

∂2

∂ϕl∂ϕg

(
∂

∂ϕj
Li(φ∗)

)
(ϕl − ϕl0)(ϕg − ϕg0)

− (λ1sgn(ϕj) + 2λ2ϕj) ,

where φ∗ is on the interval connecting φ and φ0. Next we define the first

order derivatives needed to numerically solve (15):

Lβ =
∂

∂βj
L(φ0) = X ′jV

−1(y −Xβ) = Op(m
−1/2)

Ld =
∂

∂dj
L(φ0) =

1

2

[
Tr(V −1Sj) + (y −Xβ)′(V −1SjV −1)(y −Xβ)

]
= Op(m

−1/2),

where Sj = Z( ∂
∂dj
DΓΓ′D)Z ′ and Tr(A) is the trace operator on a given ma-

trixA. We now define the second order derivatives which follow 1
m
∇2L(φ)|φ=φ0 →
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Eφ1=φ10 [∇2L(φ)], where

E[∇2L(φ)] = E




Lββ Lβd Lβγ

L′βd Ldd Ldγ

L′βγ L′dγ Lγγ


 ,

E[Lββ]j =−XV −1X

E[Lβd]j =− E
[
X ′j(V

−1SjV −1)(y −Xβ)
]
|φ=φ0 = 0

E[Lβγ ]j =− E
[
X ′j(V

−1T jV −1)(y −Xβ)
]
|φ=φ0 = 0

E[Ldd]jl =− Tr(V −1SjV −1Sl)|{j≥(s+1),φj=0} = 0

E[Lγγ ]jl =− Tr(V −1T jV −1T l)|{j≥(s+1),φj=0} = 0

E[Ldγ ]jl =− Tr(V −1SjV −1T l)|{j≥(s+1),φj=0} = 0,

where T j = ZD( ∂
∂γj

ΓΓ′)DZ ′.

Using these partial derivatives we solve (15) first for φj = βj and then for
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φj = dj.

1√
m

(
∂

∂βj
Q(φ)

)

=
1√
m

[
Lβ −m




kβ∑

l=1

Lββ(βl − βl0) +

kd∑

l=kβ+1

Lβd(dl − dl0) +

kγ∑

l=kd+1

Lβγ(γl − γl0)




+
m∑

i=1

kβ∑

l=1

kd∑

g=kβ+1

∂

∂βg
Lβd(βl − βl0)(dg − dg0)

+
m∑

i=1

kβ∑

l=1

kγ∑

g=kd+1

∂

∂βg
Lβγ(βl − βl0)(γg − γg0)

+
m∑

i=1

kd∑

l=kβ+1

kγ∑

g=kd+1

∂

∂γg
Lβd(dl − dl0)(γg − γg0)

+
1

2

(
m∑

i=1

kd∑

l=kβ+1

kd∑

g=kβ+1

∂

∂dg
Lβd(dl − dl0)(dg − dg0)

+
m∑

i=1

kγ∑

l=kd+1

kγ∑

g=kd+1

∂

∂γg
Lβγ(γl − γl0)(γg − γg0)

)
−
(
λf1sgn(βj) + 2λf2(βj)

)]
,

given ||φ− φ0||1 ≤Mm−1/2 then we have

1√
m

(
∂

∂βj
Q(φ)

)
= −

(
λf1 sgn(βj) + 2λf2 (βj)

)
+Op(1). (16)

For βj0 = 0 and {λf1 , λf2} → ∞ the sign of the derivative is completely

determined by βj, more specifically:

if M > βj > 0 then ∂
∂βj
Q(φ) < 0

if −M < βj < 0 then ∂
∂βj
Q(φ) > 0

.
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Similarly,

1√
m

(
∂

∂dj
Q(φ)

)

=
1√
m

[
Ld −m




kβ∑

l=1

Lββ(βl − βl0) +

kd∑

l=kβ+1

Lβd(dl − dl0) +

kγ∑

l=kd+1

Lβγ(γl − γl0)




+
m∑

i=1

kβ∑

l=1

kβ∑

g=1

∂

∂βg
Ldβ(βl − βl0)(βg − βg0)

+
m∑

i=1

kd∑

l=kβ+1

kγ∑

g=kd+1

∂

∂γg
Ldd(dl − dl0)(γg − γg0)

+
m∑

i=1

kd∑

l=kβ+1

kγ∑

g=kd+1

∂

∂dg
Ldβ(βl − βl0)(dg − dg0)

+
1

2

(
m∑

i=1

kd∑

l=kβ+1

kd∑

g=kβ+1

∂

∂dg
Ldd(dl − dl0)(dg − dg0)

+
m∑

i=1

kγ∑

l=kd+1

kγ∑

g=kd+1

∂

∂γg
Ldγ(γl − γl0)(γg − γg0)

)
− (λr1sgn(dj) + 2λr2(dj))

]
,

given ||φ− φ0||1 ≤Mm−1/2 then we have

1√
m

(
∂

∂dj
Q(φ)

)
= − (λr1sgn(dj) + 2λr2(dj)) +Op(1).

For dj0 = 0 and (λr1, λ
r
2) → ∞ the sign of the derivative is completely

determined by dj, more specifically:

if M > dj > 0 then ∂
∂dj
Q(φ) < 0

if −M < dj < 0 then ∂
∂dj
Q(φ) > 0

.
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11 Appendix: Case Study Tables

Id Question Text Correct Answer Date Activated Date Closed Duration (days)

1 Will the Six-Party talks (among the US, North Korea, South Korea, Russia, China, and Japan) formally resume in 2011? No 2011-08-31 2012-01-03 125

2 Will Serbia be officially granted EU candidacy by 31 December 2011? No 2011-08-31 2012-01-03 125

3 Will the United Nations General Assembly recognize a Palestinian state by 30 September 2011? No 2011-08-30 2011-10-03 34

4 Will Daniel Ortega win another term as President of Nicaragua during the late 2011 elections? Yes 2011-08-31 2011-11-09 70

5 Will Italy restructure or default on its debt by 31 December 2011? No 2011-08-31 2012-01-03 125

6 By 31 December 2011, will the World Trade Organization General Council or Ministerial Conference approve the ”accession package” for WTO membership for Russia? Yes 2011-08-31 2011-12-16 107

7 Will the 30 Sept 2011 ’last’ PPB for Nov 2011 Brent Crude oil futures exceed $115? No 2011-09-06 2011-10-03 27

8 Will the Nikkei 225 index finish trading at or above 9,500 on 30 September 2011? No 2011-09-06 2011-10-03 27

9 Will Italy’s Silvio Berlusconi resign, lose re-election/confidence vote, OR otherwise vacate office before 1 October 2011? No 2011-09-06 2011-10-03 27

10 Will the London Gold Market Fixing price of gold (USD per ounce) exceed $1850 on 30 September 2011 (10am ET)? No 2011-09-06 2011-10-03 27

11 Will Israel’s ambassador be formally invited to return to Turkey by 30 September 2011? No 2011-09-06 2011-10-03 27

12 Will PM Donald Tusk’s Civic Platform Party win more seats than any other party in the October 2011 Polish parliamentary elections? Yes 2011-09-06 2011-10-11 35

13 Will Robert Mugabe cease to be President of Zimbabwe by 30 September 2011? No 2011-09-06 2011-10-03 27

14 Will Muqtada al-Sadr formally withdraw support for the current Iraqi government of Nouri al-Maliki by 30 September 2011? No 2011-09-06 2011-10-03 27

15 Will peace talks between Israel and Palestine formally resume at some point between 3 October 2011 and 1 November 2011? No 2011-10-03 2011-11-02 30

16 Will the expansion of the European bailout fund be ratified by all 17 Eurozone nations before 1 November 2011? Yes 2011-10-03 2011-10-17 14

17 Will the South African government grant the Dalai Lama a visa before 7 October 2011? No 2011-10-03 2011-10-11 8

18 Will former Ukrainian Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko be found guilty on any charges in a Ukrainian court before 1 November 2011? Yes 2011-10-03 2011-10-11 8

19 Will Abdoulaye Wade win re-election as President of Senegal? No 2011-10-03 2012-03-26 175

20 Will the Freedom and Justice Party win at least 20 percent of the seats in the first People’s Assembly (Majlis al-Sha’b) election in post-Mubarak Egypt? Yes 2012-01-07 2012-01-24 17

21 Will Joseph Kabila remain president of the Democratic Republic of the Congo through 31 January 2012? Yes 2011-10-03 2012-02-01 121

22 Will Moody’s issue a new downgrade of the sovereign debt rating of the Government of Greece between 3 October 2011 and 30 November 2011? No 2011-10-03 2011-12-01 59

23 Will the UN Security Council pass a measure/resolution concerning Syria in October 2011? No 2011-10-03 2011-11-01 29

24 Will the U.S. Congress pass a joint resolution of disapproval in October 2011 concerning the proposed $5+ billion F-16 fleet upgrade deal with Taiwan? No 2011-10-03 2011-10-26 23

25 Will the Japanese government formally announce the decision to buy at least 40 new jet fighters by 30 November 2011? No 2011-10-03 2011-12-01 59

26 Will the Tunisian Ennahda party officially announce the formation of an interim coalition government by 15 November 2011? No 2011-11-07 2011-11-19 12

27 Will Japan officially become a member of the Trans-Pacific Partnership before 1 March 2012? No 2011-11-07 2012-03-01 115

28 Will the United Nations Security Council pass a new resolution concerning Iran by 1 April 2012? No 2012-03-21 2012-04-02 12

29 Will Hamad bin Isa al-Khalifa remain King of Bahrain through 31 January 2012? Yes 2011-11-07 2012-02-01 86

30 Will Bashar al-Assad remain President of Syria through 31 January 2012? Yes 2011-11-07 2012-02-01 86

31 Will Italy’s Silvio Berlusconi resign, lose re-election/confidence vote, OR otherwise vacate office before 1 January 2012? Yes 2011-11-13 2011-11-15 2

32 Will Lucas Papademos be the next Prime Minister of Greece? Yes 2011-11-11 2011-11-11 0

33 Will Lucas Papademos resign, lose re-election/confidence vote, or vacate the office of Prime Minister of Greece before 1 March 2012? No 2011-12-12 2012-03-01 80

34 Will the United Kingdom’s Tehran embassy officially reopen by 29 February 2012? No 2011-12-12 2012-03-01 80

35 Will a trial for Saif al-Islam Gaddafi begin in any venue by 31 March 2012? No 2011-12-12 2012-04-02 112

36 Will S&P downgrade the AAA long-term credit rating of the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) by 30 March 2012? Yes 2011-12-14 2012-01-17 34

37 Will North Korea successfully detonate a nuclear weapon, either atmospherically, underground, or underwater, between 9 January 2012 and 1 April 2012? No 2012-01-09 2012-04-02 84

38 By 1 April 2012, will Egypt officially announce its withdrawal from its 1979 peace treaty with Israel? No 2012-01-09 2012-04-02 84

39 Will Kim Jong-un attend an official, in-person meeting with any G8 head of government before 1 April 2012? No 2012-01-09 2012-04-02 84

40 Will Christian Wulff resign or vacate the office of President of Germany before 1 April 2012? Yes 2012-01-09 2012-02-17 39

41 Will the daily Europe Brent Crude FOB spot price per barrel be greater than or equal to $150 before 3 April 2012? No 2012-01-09 2012-04-03 85

42 Will the Taliban begin official in-person negotiations with either the US or Afghan government by 1 April 2012? No 2012-02-22 2012-04-02 40

43 Will Yousaf Raza Gillani resign, lose confidence vote, or vacate the office of Prime Minister of Pakistan before 1 April 2012? No 2012-01-23 2012-04-02 70

44 Will Yemen’s next presidential election commence before 1 April 2012? Yes 2012-01-23 2012-02-21 29

45 Will Traian Basescu resign, lose referendum vote, or vacate the office of President of Romania before 1 April 2012? No 2012-01-23 2012-04-02 70

46 Will the UN Security Council pass a new measure/resolution directly concerning Syria between 23 January 2012 and 31 March 2012? No 2012-03-21 2012-04-02 12

47 Before 1 April 2012, will South Korea officially announce a policy of reducing Iranian oil imports in 2012? No 2012-01-23 2012-04-02 70

48 Will Israel release Palestinian politician Aziz Duwaik from prison before 1 March 2012? No 2012-01-23 2012-03-01 38

49 Will Iran and the U.S. commence official nuclear program talks before 1 April 2012? No 2012-01-30 2012-04-02 63

50 Will Serbia be officially granted EU candidacy before 1 April 2012? Yes 2012-01-30 2012-03-02 32

51 Will the IMF officially announce before 1 April 2012 that an agreement has been reached to lend Hungary an additional 15+ Billion Euros? No 2012-01-30 2012-04-02 63

52 Will Libyan government forces regain control of the city of Bani Walid before 6 February 2012? No 2012-01-30 2012-02-08 9

53 Will a run-off be required in the 2012 Russian presidential election? No 2012-01-30 2012-03-05 35

54 Will the Iraqi government officially announce before 1 April 2012 that it has dropped all criminal charges against its VP Tareq al-Hashemi? No 2012-01-30 2012-04-02 63

55 Will Egypt officially announce by 15 February 2012 that it is lifting its travel ban on Americans currently in Egypt? No 2012-01-30 2012-02-16 17

56 Will a Japanese whaling ship enter Australia’s territorial waters between 7 February 2012 and 10 April 2012? No 2012-02-07 2012-04-11 64

57 Will William Ruto cease to be a candidate for President of Kenya before 10 April 2012? No 2012-02-07 2012-04-10 63

58 Will Marine LePen cease to be a candidate for President of France before 10 April 2012? No 2012-02-07 2012-04-10 63

59 Between 21 February 2012 and 1 April 2012, will the UN Security Council announce any reduction of its peacekeeping force in Haiti? No 2012-02-21 2012-04-02 41

60 Will Mohamed Waheed Hussain Manik resign or otherwise vacate the office of President of Maldives before 10 April 2012? No 2012-02-21 2012-04-10 49

61 Will Japan commence parliamentary elections before 1 April 2012? No 2012-02-21 2012-04-02 41

62 Before 13 April 2012, will the Turkish government officially announce that the Turkish ambassador to France has been recalled? No 2012-02-21 2012-04-13 52

63 Will Standard and Poor’s downgrade Japan’s Foreign Long Term credit rating at any point between 21 February 2012 and 1 April 2012? No 2012-02-21 2012-04-02 41

64 Will Myanmar release at least 100 more political prisoners between 21 February 2012 and 1 April 2012? No 2012-02-21 2012-04-02 41

65 Will a civil war break out in Syria between 21 February 2012 and 1 April 2012? No 2012-02-21 2012-04-02 41

66 Will Tunisia officially announce an extension of its current state of emergency before 1 April 2012? Yes 2012-03-05 2012-04-03 29

67 Before 1 April 2012, will Al-Saadi Gaddafi be extradited to Libya? No 2012-03-05 2012-04-02 28

68 Before 1 April 2012, will the Sudan and South Sudan governments officially announce an agreement on oil transit fees? No 2012-03-05 2012-04-02 28

69 Will Yemeni government forces regain control of the towns of Jaar and Zinjibar from Al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) before 1 April 2012? No 2012-03-05 2012-04-02 28

Table 7: Case study questions asked to participants.
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Id Type Variable Label

1
General Knowledge

gk General knowledge Score

2 gkk Adjusted General Knowledge Score

3

Current Question

expertise User given expertise level in question subject matter (scale 1-5)

4 nuAns Number of new answers user submitted to question

5 timeTo1 Time that passed from activation of question to answer Opinion Poll 1

6 timeTo2 Time that passed from activation of question to answer Opinion Poll 2

7 timeTo4 Time that passed from activation of question to answer Opinion Poll 4

8 timeToSq1 power(timeTo1,2)

9 timeToSq2 power(timeTo2,2)

10 timeToSq4 power(timeTo4,2)

11

Past Performance

nSuc Number of total correct answers

12 mSuc Mean number of total correct answers

13 vSuc Variance of total correct answers

14
User Deomgraphic

Age Age of user

15 male gender of user (boolean)

16

User Psychological

baron Cognitive Reflection Test and Extended Cognitive Reflection Test (by Jon Baron)

17 closure Need for Closure

18 cons Political Philosophies

19 fox Fox-Hedgehog test

20 grit Grit test

21 needCog Need for Cognition

22 numer Berlin Numeracy

23 open Actively Open-Minded Thinking

24 raven Number of correct items Raven’s Progressive Matrices

25 ravenTime Truncated time (in seconds) of submit for Raven’s item (3 times the user median)

26 ravPerTime raven/ravenTime

27 logRavTime log(ravenTime)

28 reflex Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT)

30 PolOr1
World politics remains a jungle in which (to quote Thucydides)

the strong do what they will and the weak accept what they must

30 PolOr2 International institutions increasingly constrain the conduct of nation-states

31 PolOr3 Economic and population growth are stretching nature to its breaking point.

32 PolOr4
Just when humanity seems to be stretching resources to their limits

humans are ingenious at inventing cost-effective technological fixes that permit economic growth to continue.

33 PolOr5 The rise of China to superpower status will inevitably entail sharp conflicts with the United States.

34 PolOr6 The rise of radical Islam will be short lived, and pragmatic forces will prevail in contested areas.

35 PolOr7 I doubt that global climate change modelers know as much about climate trends as they claim.

36 PolOr8 European monetary integration should be scaled back sharply.

37 PolOr9 On political and economic issues, I am more liberal than conservative.

38 PolOr10 Government should routinely intervene in the economy to achieve fairer outcomes.

39 PolOr11 Free markets function well with minimal government intervention.

40 PolOr12 I would rather be wrong in an interesting way than right in an uninteresting way.

Table 8: Case study candidate fixed effects variables.
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cv.glmmLasso Cross Validation for glmmLasso package

Description

Cross Validation for glmmLasso package as shown in example xxx

Usage

cv.glmmLasso(dat, form.fixed = NULL, form.rnd = NULL, lambda = seq(500, 0,
by = -5), family = stats::gaussian(link = "identity"))

Arguments

dat data.frame, containing y,X,Z and subject variables

form.fixed formaula, fixed param formula, Default: NULL

form.rnd list, named list containing random effect formula, Default: NULL

lambda numeric, vector containing lasso penalty levels, Default: seq(500, 0, by =
-5)

family family, family function that defines the distribution link of the glmm, De-
fault: gaussian(link = "identity")

Value

list of a fitted glmmLasso object and the cv BIC path

References

A. Groll and G. Tutz. Variable selection for generalized linear mixed models by L1-penalized
estimation. Statistics and Computing, pages 1–18, 2014.

cv function is the generalized form of last example glmmLasso package demo file

See Also

glmmLasso

Examples

## Not run: cv.glmmLasso(initialize_example(seed=1))
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cv.lmmlasso Cross Validation for lmmlasso package

Description

Cross Validation for lmmlasso package as shown in example xxx

Usage

cv.lmmlasso(dat, lambda = seq(0, 500, 5), ...)

Arguments

dat matrix, containing y,X,Z and subject variables

lambda numeric, path of positive regularization parameter, Default: seq(0, 500, 5)

... parameters to pass to lmmlasso

Value

lmmlasso fit object

References

J. Schelldorfer, P. Buhlmann, and S. Van de Geer. Estimation for high-dimensional linear
mixed-effects models using L1-penalization. Scandinavian Journal of Statistics, 38(2):197–214,
2011.

See Also

lmmlasso

Examples

## Not run: cv.lmmlasso(initialize_example(seed = 1))
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golden_section Golden section grid search on a lmmen penalty

Description

Solve for local minimum with one dimensional golden section one of the regularization
parameters of the lmmen penalty.

Usage

golden_section(dat, init.beta, pen.effect = "FE.L1", opt.lb = 0,
opt.ub = 1, opt.maxiter = 100, opt.tol = 0.1, opt.tau = (sqrt(5) -
1)/2)

Arguments

dat matrix, matrix that includes y (response),X (population covariates), Z (ran-
dom effects covariates (not incl random intercept))

init.beta numeric, initial fixed effects estimates

pen.effect character,which penalty to search on c(’FE.L1’,’RE.L1’,FE.L2”,’RE.L2’),
Default: ’FE.L1’

opt.lb numeric, start of search interval, Default: 0

opt.ub numeric, end of search interval, Default: 1

opt.maxiter numeric, maximum iterations to search, Default: 100

opt.tol numeric, accuracy value, Default: 0.1

opt.tau numeric, golden proportion coefficient (~0.618) Default: (sqrt(5) - 1)/2

Value

lmmen list object inluding lmmen fit object of min BIC solution and summary statistics from
the grid searc

Examples

## Not run:
dat <- initialize_example(n.i = 5,n = 30,q=4,seed=1)
init <- init.beta(dat,method='glmnet')
golden_section(dat,init,pen.effect = 'FE.L1')

## End(Not run)
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golden_section_2d Golden section two dimensional grid search on L1 lmmen penalties

Description

Solve for local minimum with two dimensional golden section on L1 lmmen penalties.

Usage

golden_section_2d(dat, init.beta, l2 = c(1, 1), opt.lb = c(0, 0),
opt.ub = c(1, 1), opt.maxiter = 100, opt.tol = 0.1, opt.tau = (sqrt(5)
- 1)/2)

Arguments

dat matrix, matrix that includes y (response),X (population covariates), Z (ran-
dom effects covariates (not incl random intercept))

init.beta numeric, initial fixed effects estimates

l2 numeric, L2 penalty levels Default: c(1, 1)

opt.lb numeric, start of interval for L1 fixed and L1 random effects, Default: c(0,
0)

opt.ub numeric, end of interval for L1 fixed and L1 random effects Default: c(1, 1)

opt.maxiter numeric, maximum iterations to search, Default: 100

opt.tol numeric, accuracy value, Default: 0.1

opt.tau numeric, golden proportion coefficient (~0.618) Default: (sqrt(5) - 1)/2

Value

lmmen list object inluding lmmen fit object of min BIC solution and summary statistics from
the grid search

Examples

## Not run:
dat <- initialize_example(n.i = 5,n = 30,q=4,seed=1)
init <- init.beta(dat,method='glmnet')
golden_section_2d(dat,init)

## End(Not run)
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init.beta Evaluate fixed effects initial values for lmmen

Description

Evaluate fixed effects initial values for lmmen via cv.glmnet or lme4.

Usage

init.beta(dat, method = c("glmnet", "lme4"))

Arguments

dat data.frame, data to solve initial values

method character, method to use, c(’glmnet’,’lme4’)

Details

cv.glmnet is set to ridge regression.

Value

numeric

See Also

cv.glmnet

Examples

dat <- initialize_example(n.i = 5,n = 30,q=4,seed=1)
init.beta(dat,method='glmnet')
init.beta(dat,method='lme4')
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initialize_example Initialize Scenario

Description

Create a scenario to run the evaluation functions.

Usage

initialize_example(n.i = 5, n = 30, q = 4, total.beta = 9,
true.beta = c(1, 1, 1), seed = NULL)

Arguments

n.i integer, Observations per subject, Default: 5

n integer, Number of subjects, Default: 30

q integer, Number of random effects, Default: 4

total.beta integer, Number of simulated fixed effects, Default: 9

true.beta numeric, True of fixed effects indicies, Default: c(1,1,1)

seed integer, set a seed for reproducibility, Default: NULL

Value

(n.i*n) x (1+total.beta+q) matrix containing where the subjects index are the matrix row-
names

Description Parameter Dimension
Response y (n.i*n) x 1
Fixed X (n.i*n) x total.beta
Random Z (n.i*n) x q

See Also

rmvnorm

Examples

initialize_example(n.i = 5,n = 30,q=4,seed=1)
initialize_example(n.i = 10,n = 60,q=4,seed=1)
initialize_example(n.i = 5,n = 60,q=10,seed=1)
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lmmen linear mixed model Elastic Net

Description

Regularize a linear mixed model with the linear mixed model Elastic Net penalty.

Usage

lmmen(data, init.beta, frac, eps = 10^(-4), verbose = FALSE)

Arguments

data matrix, data

init.beta numeric, initial values for fixed effects coefficients

frac numeric, penalty levels for fixed and random effects expressed in ratios.
c(L1.fixed,L2.fixed,L1.random,L2.random)

eps numeric, tolerance level to pass to solve.QP, Default: 10^(-4)

verbose boolean, show output during optimization Default: FALSE

Details

yi = xtijβ + ztijbi + εi,

εi ∼ N(0, σ2Ini
)

The lmmen function solves for the folloing problem.

Q(φ|y, b) = ||y − ZΛΓb−Xβ||2 + P̃ (β, d)

P̃ (β, d) =

λf2
∑
i∈P

β2
i + λr2

∑
j∈Q

d2j+

λf1
∑
i∈P
|βi|+ λr1

∑
j∈Q
|dj|

Where P̃ and Q(φ) denote the penalty applied to the likelihood and the penalized log-
likelihood.

When the final model is not a mixed effects model, but either a fixed effects or random
effects model then the original form of the Elastic Net penalty is applied.
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Value

lmmen fit object including

fixed: estimated fixed effects coefficients

stddev: estimated random effects covariance matrix standard deviations

sigma.2: standard error of the model residual effect

lambda: estimated lower triangle of Λ (correlation of random effects)

Mean.est: model prediction X tβ

loglike: log likelihood

df: degrees of freedom

BIC: Minimum BIC penalty value

frac: ratio placed on the penalties corresponding to BIC

Gamma.Mat.RE: estimated Γ

Cov.Mat.RE: estimated random effect covariance matrix

Corr.Mat.RE: estimate random effects correlation matrix

solveQP: output of the call to solveQP corresponding to min BIC

References

Prepublished version of the lmmen paper.

See Also

solve.QP

Examples

dat <- initialize_example(n.i = 5,n = 30,q=4,seed=1)
init <- init.beta(dat,method='glmnet')
lmmen(data=dat,init.beta=init,frac=c(0.8,1,1,1))
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5. DISCUSSION



The main goal of this thesis was to examine the dual role that statistical

high dimensional models have of the process on time sensitive informed policy

decision making. We investigated how policy scenarios create the need for

novel methodology, while also finding that new methodology brought to light

more focused policy questions. Issues that were presented were: dimension

reduction in a central bank setting to derive the benchmark interest rates

under partial information (chapter 2), the derivation of prediction intervals

for a continuously revised data stream via a hidden Markov model (chapter 3)

and the regularization of linear mixed effects model through a new penalty,

the linear mixed effects elastic net. While the design in each chapter is

different they all focus on the same scope - enhancement of informed policy

decision making in a time sensitive high dimensional setting, through novel

statistical methodology.

Chapter 2 concerned dimension reduction, with the goal of prediction,

of the current state of a system based on partial data. In this chapter we

survey two competing dimension reduction methodologies for the purpose of

prediction: unconditional on the variable of interest and conditional on the

variable of interest. The chapter revolved around policy decision making in

central banks. The core decisions are dependent on real-time data analysis

as it is published. The ability to produce precise estimates based on partial

information, through canonical models, has evolved with the methodological

progress of model selection techniques.

This chapter compares model selection techniques applied in leading cen-

tral banks, which are predominately based on dynamic factor analysis, with

regularization of linear models such as the LASSO Tibshirani (1996) and

the Elastic Net Zou & Hastie (2005). The application of nowcasting with

the Elastic Net of the Israel GDP yielded more precise and stable results,
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compared to the other methods surveyed. Moreover, the dynamic nature

of the model allows it to adapt to shocks in the economy producing a more

robust model. A distinguishing feature of the Elastic Net is the ability to iso-

late influential variables which contribute to the real-time assessment. This

refinement of the results separates this method from current ones used in

nowcasting and allows the model to be a more comprehensive tool in eco-

nomic policy decisions. We show that there is no significant difference be-

tween the forecast performance between the initial official publications and

the proposed elastic net nowcast estimates. This outcome has important pol-

icy ramifications since the nowcast precedes the initial release publications

by 4 weeks time, thereby giving the banking committee valuable information

that they are currently missing at time of interest rate adjustments. This

added value highlights the contribution of advanced data mining techniques

in a policy driven economic setting.

Chapter 3 introduces methodology to generate a prediction intervals for

stochastic processes that are continuously revised. This process is character-

ized as asynchronous, in that random variables in the sequence are revised at

each time period, whereas new random variables are added to the sequence

at a lower frequency. This creates two levels of uncertainty in the process:

the uncertainty between the random variables in the process and uncertainty

pertaining to a given random variable which is dependent on the state of the

overall process and its maturity since initial estimation.

We propose in this chapter a method to estimate the revision uncertainty

with the goal to generate an asymmetrical prediction interval of an upcoming

revision of a currently published activity period. These intervals are a func-

tion of the state of the process rate of growth. To estimate which state the

rate of growth is in at each time point a three-state hidden Markov model is
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defined.

A case study is conducted on the official publication of the Israel GDP.

We estimate the prediction intervals of the upcoming revision to the current

CBS publication of the GDP. This interval characterizes the upper and lower

percentiles based on revision distributions from the vintage GDP. It is found

that there is a significant difference in the size and sign of revisions dependent

on the state of the GDP growth rate. More specifically, when the initial GDP

publication is in a low growth quarter, the quarter is overestimated and

subsequent revisions lower the GDP, and conversely when the initial GDP

publication is in a high growth quarter the quarter is underestimated and the

subsequent revisions increase the GDP. This finding was implemented into

the calculation of the estimated revision and its prediction interval.

We conclude that this technique constitutes an improvement upon the

current point estimates of GDP and GDP growth serving as an input in the

assessment of economic activity affecting the monetary policy stance because

it provides in addition to this point estimate a prediction interval for the

range of fluctuation of the growth rate allowing a more reliable assessment

of the strength of economic activity. This is approach is novel in comparison

current structural models used in leading central banks to estimate confidence

intervals of revisions through the Kalman filter, such as Cunningham et al.

(2012), Anderson & Gascon (2009) and Jacobs & Van Norden (2011).

Combining the added value found in these two chapters we can formalize

a method to derive higher levels of informed policy decision making in a real

time setting. Since the nowcast GDP consists of one out of sample estimate

and is by construction an estimated fit of the actual GDP we can safely

assume that the same properties of the actual GDP is found in the nowcast

series. Continuing this line the prediction interval methodology is applied to
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the nowcast estimate. This application enhances our estimate and improves

the horizon of its effectiveness, where instead of gaining 4 weeks on the

official publication, by applying only the methodology in chapter 2, we are

able to gain 16 weeks using both the nowcast estimates and the prediction

intervals. Together the methodologies proposed in chapters 2 and 3 give

policy decision makers both an early signal and the context to understand

the to what certainty the estimate will remain within given bounds, given

the current state of growth of the economy.

Chapter 4 proposes a new penalty to simultaneously select fixed and ran-

dom effects in high dimensional linear mixed models. This selection method

introduces the ability to select variables under conditions of multicollinearity

both within the fixed and random effects. The linear mixed effects elastic

net penalty, LMMEN. It expands upon the current variable selection of these

models, such as Schelldorfer et al. (2011), Fan & Li (2012), Groll & Tutz

(2014), Hui et al. (2016) and Ibrahim et al. (2011), with the introduction of

a ridge penalty into the optimization.

It was found through simulations that this method correctly selects fixed

and random effects under sparse data designs. Simulations were carried out

under the Gaussian assumption for both the conditional distribution and

the distribution of the random effects. Further simulations are carried out

which relax the assumption of the conditional distribution. When testing

the LMMEN in the case study the variable selection was more apparent

both in the fixed and random effects. The LMMEN gave further insight into

the characteristics of groups of users, where a subset of them were found

not have prediction difference within the groups. Finally, we show that the

prediction accuracy of the LMMEN model outperforms the rPQL with a

SCAD penalty, Hui et al. (2016).
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The LMMEN penalty was tested on high dimensional panel data accumu-

lated as part the Good Judgment Project within the Aggregative Contingent

Estimation (ACE) Program 1. The aim of this program is “to dramatically

enhance the accuracy, precision, and timeliness of forecasts for a broad range

of event types, through the development of advanced techniques that elicit,

weight, and combine the judgments of many intelligence analysts.”. The

study is characterized as a longitudinal study where probabilistic forecasts

are derived from crowd sentiment.

Chapter 4 contains an extensive supplemental appendix detailing the LM-

MEN R package, Sidi (2017), that solves the linear mixed optimization prob-

lem with the linear mixed model elastic net penalty. We go into greater de-

tail regarding the different types of methods used to solve the optimization

problems and discuss the implementation of cross validations used in the sim-

ulations for both the LMMEN penalty and the other comparative methods.

The LMMEN package has been released on the CRAN repository.

In conclusion the synthesis of policy decision making and high dimensional

methodology is an evolving relationship that each discipline is pushing the

other for novel approaches to solve the realities faced today. This thesis

focuses on how statistical methodology can help drive policy decision making

in the era of high capacity storage capabilities.

References
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 תוצובקב ךשוממו רישי רוקיסו בקעממ תשרדנה "תולע" תתחפה לש הרוצב ןאכ עצומו גצומש רגתא

 םינוש םינייפאמ םע וזכ תנווגמ הייסולכוא לש עדיה תא עצמל תלוכיה .תקדבינ היסולכוא לש תולודג

 יוסינ .LMMEN-ה יעוציב תא ונקדב ובש ןחבמ-הרקמ לש אשונה התיה ,תחא תיזחתל התוא רוגאלו

 לש טנמיטנסהמ תורזגנ תויתורבתסה תויזחת םהבש ,)longitudinal( םייכרוא םינותנ רבצ הז רקובמ

 ןינע תולעבו תונוש תויטילופ-ואיגו תוילכלכ תולאש לע רתויב הבוטה הרוצב תונעל הרטמב ,ןומהה

 .ירוביצ

 םייטסיטטסה םירגתאה ובש ןפואה לש םינוש םיטביהב םידקמתמ וז הדובעב םיקרפה לכ ,יללכ טבהב

 ידי לע תוטלחה תלבק לש שדחה ןוויכה תא בצעל עייסל םידעוימ ,םידמימ-בר םיבכרומ םינותנב םיכורכה

 םסרופ 2 קרפ .הלא םימיב םיקדבנו םירקסנו ,תע יבתכב םוסרפל ושגוה םיקרפה לכ .תוטלחה יבצעמ

 וז םגו וב תגצומה )היגולודותמ( תירקחמה הטישה םג רשאכ ,לארשי קנבב לש הרדסב ןוידל ריינכ

 קשמה בצמ לש תישדוחה הכרעהה תרגסמב ,לארשי קנבב םויכ תומשוימ רבכ 3 קרפב תגצומה

 .קשמה תיביר ןוכדעל ילארשיה
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 תדוקנ לכב ןובשחב תחקלו ךירעהל ןמזה לכ שי .שדחמ הכרעה ןמזה לכ תובייחמה תואדו יא לש תפסונ

 תורחא תופוקתב תונתשהל הלוכ הרדסה םג ךכבו תיחכונה םינותנה תדוקנ דציכ ,והשלכ בצמ לכבו ןמז

 רשפא .תוינידמ תעיבקב יונישל איבהל תולולעש תוכלשה תויהל תויושע וזכ תונתשהל .ןמזה םע תואבה

 ןכא ויהיש םידעצב הבוגתל תמרוגו הווהה בצמל המיאתמה תואיצמ תגצומ ובש םיוסמ שיחרת ראתל

 ונכדועי הרדסב ןמז תודוקנ ןתוא תא םיגציימה םינותנה רוחאל טבמבש דועב ,ןמז תדוקנ התואל םינוכנ

 תוכלשה םע ,תקיודמ אלל החקלנש תוינידמה תטלחה תא תכפוהה ,הנוש תואיצמ וגצייו ןכמ רחאל

 ךילהתב תואדווה יא תא דומאל הטיש םיעיצמ ונא הז קרפב .וזכ הטלחהמ האצותכ תוילילש תוירשפא

 לש ירטמיסא יוזיח-חוורמ רוציל ידכ הז ןדמואב םישמתשמ ונא .םינותנ לש )שדחמ הכרעה( היזיוורה

 הזה חוורמהש איה הדובעה תחנה .תמא ןמזב הווהב תמסרופמש תוליעפה תפוקתל םיאתתש היזיוורה

 קלחכ ,יחכונה ריצבה ךותב ,תויזיוורה רפסמ רמולכ ,ןמז קרפ לכ לש הרדסה ךרואב יולתו אצוי לעופ אוה

 ינגומוה אוה תויזוור ךילהתש תורפסב תחוורה החנהה תא הביחרמ ונלש השיגה .ךילהת לש תחימצ בצק

 ךילהת לש בצמב יולתו אצוי לעופ אוה תויזוור ךילהתש םיחינמ ונא .םינוש םיכילהת רפסמ לש בוריע אלו

 Hidden Markov( םירתסומ םייבוקרמ םילדומ תועצמאב ךילהתה תא לדמל ךרוצ שי ןכלו ,החימצה

Models(, םיירוטסיה םינותנ סיסב לע ןאכ תנחבנ וז היגולודותמ .בצמ לכ רובע םירטמרפה תא דומאלו 

 לש ןמיסבו לדוגב םיקהבומ םילדבה םימייק יכ םיארמ ונא .לארשי לש )ג"מת( ימלוגה ימוקמה רצותה לש

 בצק לש בצמב םידמאנ ינושארה םוסרפה ,קויד רתיל .החימצה בצקה לש בצמב םייולתה ,תויזיורה

 לש תפסונ הדירי וארי ןכא םיבקוע םימוסרפ לבא ,החימצה לש רתי תכרעה הליחת תמייק ,ךומנ החימצ

 תכרעה תמייק ,הובג החימצ בצק לש בצמב רצונ ינושארה םוסרפה רשאכ תאז תמועל .החימצה בצק

 .החימצה בצק לש הלדגה וארי ןכא םיבקוע םימוסרפו הכרעה-תת וא רסח

 ויה הלא םינותנ ינבמ .)linear mixed models( םייראיניל "םיברועמ" םילדומ לש גוויסו לויכב ןד 4 קרפ

 םילדומ לש תוחפשמב ומכ ,םיללכומ יראניל לדומ לש ינושארה רקחמה םוחתל רבעמ שארמו רוקמב

 תא םירקוחל תרשפאמ "תוברועמה תועפשהה" םע םילדומה לש הטילשו הרקב .L2-ו L1 גוסמ םירחבינ

 subject( טרפה תמרב תויארקא תועפשה םע םינותנ לש רתוי םיבכרומ םילדומ תונבל תושימגה

specific(. תא טולקל םירשפאמו ,םינוש םירקחמ לש םיימושיי םימוחתב םיצופנ הז גוסמ םינותנ ינבמ 

 הרקחנש תיחכונה תוסנקה תצובקל הבחרה רידגמ הז קרפ .יתימאה םלועב התפצנש תובכרומה

 Linear Mixed Model ארקנ סנקה .םיללכומ םייראיניל םיברועמ םילדומבו םייראיניל םיברועמ םילדומב

Elastic Net (LMMEN). םגו תועובקה תועפשהה תא םג תינמז וב רוחבל איה סנקה תרטמ וא תביס 

 תואצותה .העפשהה יגוס ינש ךותב םיאצמנה היצלרוק לש תוהובג תומר ןתמ ךות ,לדומב תויארקאה

 לש קיודמו ליעי בושיח .קרפב תונודנ ןה םג ,תורחתמו תונוש תוסנק תוושמה תויצלומיסהו תויטרואיתה

 דימת איה ,יהשלכ תוינידמ תובצעמש תויתורבתסה תולאש לע תונעל תנמ לע ,"ןומהה תמכח" תריגא
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 ריצקת

 

 רופישה םע השק רתויו רתויל ךפוה םיידמימ-בר עדימ ירגאמ לש ןדיעב תוטלחה תלבק לש רגתאה

 "בבוסמו הביס" יבגל תוטבלתהה וא הייעבה .םינורחאה םירושעה ינשב החרפש עדימ ןסחאל תלוכיב

 לש רקחמ תוטישב תומדקתה תובייחמ תוינידמ תעיבקב תולאש הזיא ררבל םיסנמ רשאכ תמייק ,ןאכ

 יצורע חותפל םילוכי רתוי בוט יובינו  רקחמ תוטישב רופיש ינש דצמ רשאכ ,םייטסיטטס יובינו הקסה

-בר םינותנ חותינב תויומדקתה דציכ תנחוב וז הזת-תדובע .תוינידמ רופישל ואיביש םישדח ריקחת

 הביבסב ,תוינידמב תוטלחהה תלבק ןפואו תיטסיטטס הקסה לע עיפשהל םילוכי ,תוטוא ץוליחו םיידמימ

 םיטביהב םיקסועש םיירקיע םיקרפ השולש תלעב איה וז הזת-תדובע .ןמז תולבגומו ןמז ץחל םע

 תישעמ תועמשמ םע תוינידמ תויעב רותפל םידעוימה הקיטסיטטסב םיימושיהו םייטרואתה ,םיינכטה

 .תיוושכע

 – "הווהה יובינ" תיעבב קסוע 2 קרפ תא גיצנ ,םיקרפהמ דחא לכל רשקה הגיצמה ,המדקהה קרפ רחאל

Nowcasting. ונא ןכש —דיתעה םוקמב הווהל סחייתמ אוהש ןוויכ ,וילאמ ןבומ וניא "הווה יובינ" גשומ 

 .הטלחהה תעב יושכעה עדימה תונימזב תויולתש תוינידמ תעיבקב תוטלחה הברה שי ךא ,הווהב דימת

 וא רבצנ רבכש עדימה תונימזב יולת יתלב הטלחה תלבק בייחמ שארמ עבקנש יפוס דעומ ,ךכמ הרתי

 לש יושכעה בצמה תא ךירעהלו עובקל םיבייח םהב רשא םימוחת רפסמ םנשי .רבטצהל ךישמי

 ,ןומימ ,היגולוימדיפא ,הלכלכ תוכרעמ ןוגכ — עדימ רובצל הכישממ ןיידע תכרעמה רשאכ ,תכרעמה

 היגולונכטש לככ .תויתרבח תותשרמ עדי ףוסיאב תוקסועה עדי-תוריתע תויגולונכטו ,היגולורואטמ

 רמולכ ,הווהה לש הרדגהה ירה ,םינותנ לש רתוי תולודג תויומכ ןסחאלו דודמל התלוכי תא תרפשמ

 תכרעמהשכ רתוי תטלוב וז היעב .םיטרפ רתויל תדרויה רתוי תטרופמ הרדגה תויהל לוכי 'וישכע'

 רפסממ לודג םינתשמה רפסמ רשאכ ,םיידממ-בר םינותנ לע תססובמה תיזחת תנתונ תאבנמה

 לש דמימ תדרוה בייחמו ,ירשפא אל םיתוחפ םיעוביר לש לבוקמה ןורתפה הז הרקמב .תויפצתה

 םיישומיש הבשחמ ינוויכ ינש ןיב םיוושמו ,דמימ תדרוהל תוטיש רפסמ םינחוב ונא הז קרפב .הייעבה

 האוושהה ,קרפה ךרואל .יולתה הנתשמב תינתומ יתלב םגו תינתומ תידמימה הדרוהה רשאכ – םייזכרמ

 קשמב תיבירה תעיבקל תוינידמ תריצי לש רגתאהמ תואמגודב תרזענו ידי לע תכמתינ תיטרואיתה

  .לארשי קנב ידי לע ילארשיה

 תנכדעתמה םינותנ תביבס םינחוב ונא .עדימ לש תכשמתמו הפיצר תורבטצה לש רחא ןפב קסוע 3 קרפ

 הבכש רצוי הז בצמ .שקובמ ךילהת לש רורב יפוס ךרע ןיא הבש הביבס םירצוי ךכבו ,דימתמ ןפואב
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 ותכרדהב התשענ וז הדובע

 בוטיר בקעי 'פורפ לש
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 דמימ ברב םיכילהת רוטינו גוויס

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 היפוסוליפל רוטקוד ראות תלבק םשל רוביח

 תאמ

 ידיס ןתנוי

 

 תירבעה הטיסרבינואה טנסל שגוה

 ח"עשת ןויס
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